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Abstract. Let cp : X ~ Z be a proper surjective map from a smooth complex manifold
X onto anormal variety Z. If cp has connected fibers and -Kx is cp-ample then cp is called
a good contraction. In the present paper we study good contractions, fibers of which have
dimension less or equal than two: after describing possible two dimensional isolated fibers
we discuss their scheIne theoretic structure and the geometry of cp : X --+ Z nearby such
a fiber. If dimX = 4 and cp is birational with an isolated 2 dimensional fiber then we
obtain a complete description of <po Wc provide also a description of a 4 dimensional collie
fibration with an isolated fiber which is either a plane or a quadrie. We construct pertinent
examples.

MSC numbers: 14E30, 14J40, 14J45

Introduction.

The present paper is about Inaps of complex algebraic varieties. A contraction cp : X ~ Z
is a proper surjeetive Inap of nonnal varieties with eonnected fibers. The eontraetion
<p is called good if the anticanonical divisor - K x of X is <p-ample. Good contraetions
oceur naturally in classification theorics of algcbraic varicties. This is most apparent in
the Minimal Model Program where the point is to use good eontraetions and birational
transformation related to them to produce a minimal model of a given variety. In what
follows we study thc local structure of a good contraetion of a smooth variety.

As thcy appcar naturally in classification of algcbraic varieties, good eontractions
have been studied on Inany oecasions. First, let us note that a Fano manifolds X admits
a good contraction to a point and from this position the theory of good eontractions is
just a very broad gencralization of thc theory of Fano manifolds. Next let us notice that
the classical and the eontemporary adjllnetion theory is about the adjunction morphism
which is nothing else but a special good contraction. In partieular, the classical wodes of
Enriques and Castelnuovo provide a complete description of good contraetions of smooth
surfaces. However, it had to come to thc casc of threefolds to establish the fundamental
role of good contractions in classification of algebraic varieties. A eomplete description
of (elementary) good contractions of smooth 3-folds was given by S. Mori [Mol] as the
base of the Minimal.Model.Program. in diInension 3. Also, the objective of the Program
in dimension 3, that is the existence of minimal models, was achieved by studying good
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contractions of varieties admitting good (terminal) singularitics, see [Mo2]. Subsequently,
the theory of good eontraetions of terminal threefolds was extended in [Ko-Mo].

In trus paper we look at good eontraetions of smooth varieties of diulension n ~ 3
with low dimensional fibers (i.e. of dimension :s 2). In partieular we provide a eomplete
list of isolated two dimensional fibcrs. Then, after reviewing the 3 dimensional ease we
foeus on the ease n = 4 and c.p birational. In this range some results were already proved
by T. Ando [An], M. Beltrametti [Be] and Y.Kawamata [KaI].

In order to understand the local structure of a good eontraetion <p : X -+ Z we will
assume that the target Z is affine and Z E Z is a fixed (geometrie) point. First we will
deseribe the geometrie strueture of the fiber F = <p-l(z). Subsequently we will diseuss
its normal sheaf of Fand the fiber seheme strueture on F. Finally we will provide a
deseription of thc singularity of Z at z and thc deseription of c.p around F.

The paper is divided into six seetions. Thc first two seetions are preparatory. In
Seetion 1 we recall first the definition of good and crepant eontractions and subsequently
we present our main technical tools. This includes theorems about vanishing, relative base
point freeness and deformation of rational eurves. In Section 2 we collect pertinent results
about blow-ups and about rank two vector bundles on Fano varieties. In particular we
diseuss in detail the blow-up of a smooth variety along a codimension two locally eomplete
intersection subvariety and we provc a generalized Castelnuovo's contraction theorem (2.4).

In Section 3 we present scvcral cxamples of good eontractions. They are construeted
with various algebraic geometry teehniqucs: as eonlplete intersections in projective bun
dIes, or as blow-ups and blow-downs of special varieties, or as double covcrings of special
varieties, or as torie varieties. Although the constructions are not particularly difficult we
fouud the results of some of them rather surprising. Aetually, thc list of examples grew
together with our understanding of the classifieation of good contractions. In the subse
quent section we show that the list of examplcs covers (almost) all possible two dimensional
isolated fiber of a good contraction. In Section 4 we recall also the case of one dimensional
fiber and at the end of the section we reprove the theorems for good eontractions of a 3-fold
(see (4.13)). The classification of 2 dilnensional fibers is achieved in a two step argument.
First we prove that a two dimensional fiber is normal and it has Fujita's ~-genus equal
to zero (see (4.2.1)) Then, to get the final list of possible fibers, wc compare dcformations
of rational curves inside the fiber with thc deformations of such curves inside the ambient
variety. The main results are summarized in Table 11 and (4.5), (4.7) and (4.11).

In Section 5 we discuss the scheme theoretic structure of a fiber of a good eontractions.
We prove that if the fiber F is a loeally complete intersection and the blow-up along
this fiber has good singularities then the conormal bundle of the fiber provides a lot of
infonnation about the contraetion <p around F. In particular, if the conormal bundle is
spanned by global seetions then the fiber strueture on Fis trivial and the eontraetion can be
factored through the blow-up of Z along thc maximal ideal of z (see (5.5)). Subsequently,
we focus on the case n = 4 and we prove that the good situation mentioned above occurs
for any two dimensional isolated fiber of abirational good contraction. The strategy in
this section is as follows: we take a general smooth divisor X' E I - K x 1 and then we
consider the map <p' := <PIX' : x' ~ Z' which is a crcpant contraction of a smooth 3-fold.
The strueture of such a map is rather weIl understood by results of thc Minimal Model
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Prograrn in dimension 3 (we discuss it in detail in (5.6)). Then we apply an ascending
lemma (5.7.2) which gives the spannedness of the conormal of thc fiber.

Section 6 concludcs the paper with a geometrie description of a good birational con
traction ep of a smooth 4 fold. In partieular, we show that ep can be resolved in terms of
some special blow-ups and blow-downs. Next we dcscribe the singularities of the target
Z and of the image of the exceptional Iocus ep(E) = S. Here wc appIy thc classification
of spanned rank two vector bundles on Fano manifolds presentcd in Section 2 as weH as
arguments involving Hilbert scheme.

The foHowing is a summary of the 4 dimensional birational result:

Theorem. Let ep : X -+ Z be abirational good eontraetion from a smooth variety X
of dimension 4 onto anormal variety Z (possiblyaffine). Let F = ep-1(z) be a (geometrie)
fiber of ep such that dimF = 2. Assume that a11 other fibers of ep have dimension< 2 and
all components of the exceptionallocus E of ep meet F (this may be achieved by shrinking
Z to an affine neighbourhood of z and restricting ep to its inverse image, if necessary).

If ep is not divisorial then E = F ~ p2 and its normal is N F / X = 0(-1) EB O( -1). In
this situation the flip of ep exists. (This was the situation studied in [Kal]).

If E is a divisor then Z as weIl as S := cp(E) are smooth outside of z. Moreover,
outside of F the map ep is a simple blow-down of the divisor E to tlw surface S c Z. The
seheme theoretie Eber strueture over F is trivial, that is the ideal IF of F is equal to the
inverse image of the maximal ideal of z, that is I F = ep-1 ( mz) . 0 x .

The fiber Fand its eonormal Lp /TJ. as weIl aB tllC singularity of Z and S at z ean be
deseribed as follows

F
p2
p2

quadrie

Np;x
T( -1) EB 0(1)/0
OElH /<9(_1) EB 2

spinoT bundle from Q4

SingZ

eone over Q3
smooth
smooth

SingS

smooth
cone over rational twisted cubic
non-normal

The quadric fiber ean be singular, even reduciblc, and in the subsequent table we
present a refined deseription of its eonormal bundle. The last entry in the table provides
information about the ideal ofa suitable surface S which is eomputed via degeneraey locus
technique in Example 3.2.

quadric

pI X pI

quadrie cone
p 2 Up2

conormal bundle

0(1,0) EB 0(0, 1)
o-+ <9 -+ N* -+ J"ine -+ 0
Tp~ (-1) U (0 EB 0(1))

the ideal of S in C[[x, y, z, t]]

(xz, xt, yz, yt)
generated by 5 cubics
generatcd by 6 quartics

A sinlilar classification is expected for contractions of fiber type fronl a smooth 4
dimensional projective variety with an isolated two dirncnsional fiber. Thc list of possible
fibers is given in Section 4 (sec (4.11)) and Inany exaInples are discussed in Section 3.
In this casc similar results were proved also by Kachi [Kac]. The understanding of the
normal of such a fiber requires a.new approach, Le. the ascendillg lemma (5.7.2) has to be
rcplaced by a trace argument (sec 5.9). As the result we obtain a structurc theorem for 4
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dimensional conic fibrations with an isolated 2 dimensional fiber which is either p2 or a
quadrie.

Due to the relative base point freeness provcd in [A-W], the 4-dimensional results
can be extended for adjoint contractions of varieties of higher dimension (see the corollary
(5.8.1))

In the course of the work on thc present paper we enjoyed hospitality of Univer
sita degli Studi di Trcnto, Uniwersytet Warszawski and Max-Planck-Institut für Mathe
matik in Bonn. We would like to thank these institutions for providing support as weIl
as excellent working conditions and stimulating atmosphere. The first named author was
moreover partially supported by MURST and GNSAGA. The second nalned author was
partially supported by an Italian CNR grant (GNSAGA) and by a Polish grant KBN
GR564 (2P03A01208).

o. Notation and assumptions.

We work with schemes defined over complex numbers. In particular, a variety is a
puredimensional reduced separated scheme of finite type over C, a curve (a surface) is a
variety of pure dimension 1 (2, respectively) (thus it does not have to be irreducible).

On a variety X by Kx we will denote its canonical divisor. If Kx is Cartier the
associated line bundle will be denoted by the same name. More generally: we will confuse
Cartier divisors and line bundles whencver it makes sense. We will also identify vector
bundles and locally free sheaves. Whenever possible, thc Chern or Segre classes will be
identified with integers. If E is a vector bundle over a variety X then

P(E) = Projx(EB smE)
m>O

is a projective bundle with a relatively ample line bundle Op(.q (1). If I is a coherent sheaf
of ideals on X then

x = Projx(EB rn)
m2:0

is the blowing up oE X witll respect to tbe colwrent sheaf oE ideal I. If F is the closed
subscheme of X corresponding to I we also call X the blowing up oE X along F.

A Hirzebruch surface Fr is a pI-bundle P(CJ(r) EB 0) over projective line pI with
a unique sectioo Co C Fr (isomorphie to PI) such that C5 = -r ::; O. A fiber of the
projection Fr -4 pI will be denoted by f. A (normal) eone Sr is defined by eontracting
Co C Fr to a normal point; in tenns of projective geometry Sr is a cone over pI Y pr
embedded via Veronese map (r-uplc embedding). The restrietion of the hyperplane section
line bundle from pr+I to Sr will bc denoted by QSr (1); the pull-back of this bundle to Fr
is O(Co + r f).

Let Q4 ~ Gr(l, 3) be the smooth 4-dimensional quadrie, identified with the Grassma
niann of Hoes in p3, and let S be the universal bundle which we call also the spinor bundle
on Q4. Consider a codiInension 2 linear section i : V Y.Gr(l, 3). The surface V is again
a quadde, either Q2 = F o = pt X pI, or the quadric cone S2, or a redueible quadric, Le.
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V :::: P 2 U P 2
W here the two P 2 intersect along a line l. We will denote by Gv (1) (or j ust

0(1)) thc rcstriction of 0(1) from Q4. The spinar bundle ovcr V, which we denote again
by S, is the rank two vector bundle defined as i'" (S) . We note that if V ~ pI X plis a
smooth quadric then S = 0(-1,0) EB 0(0,-1); if 7r : F 2 -1 8 2 = V is the resolution of
the vertex of the singular quadric, then the pull-back of S is in thc non-splitting extension°-1 0(- f) -1 f* S -1 O( - f - Co) -1 O. If V :::: p2 U p2 = PI U P2 , then S restricted to
PI is TP2( -2) while restricted to P2 is 0 EB O(-1).

Let & be a rank r vector bundlc on a projective variety X and let C rv pI C X be a
rational curve in X. The splitting type of E on C is a sequence of r numbers, (al,' .. , ar )

such that Eie = O(al) ffi .. "EB G(ar ); we assurne that al :::; a2'" :::; ar'

For other definitions and notations connected with the thcory of minimal models that
we will use in thc paper we refer in general the reader to [K-M-M]; for the main ones see
also the next section.

1. Good contractions: definitions and fundamentals tools.

(1.0) A contraction is a proper map <p : X -1 Z of normal irreduciblc varieties with
connected fibers. We asslllne that a contraction is not an isolllorphism. The map <p is
birational or otherwise dimZ < dimX, in the latter case we say that <p is of fiber type.
The exceptional locus E(<p) of abirational contraction <p is equal to thc smallest subset of
X such that <p is an isomorphism on X \ E(<p).

Throughout the paper we will assurne that X is smooth. In this situation the con
traction <p is called goad if the anti-canonical divisor - K x is <p-ample. If the map <p is
birational and if Kx is a puH-back of a line bundle from Y then we say that <p is crepant.
We say that <p is elementary if PicXj<p*(PicZ) ::::: Z. An elementary contraction is called
small if its exceptionallocus is of codimension ~ 2.

m thc present paper we are intcrcsted in the local description of a contraction: we
would like to know a structure of thc target Z and of thc fiber of thc map <p. Thus we choose
a point z E Z, we assume that the target Z is affine, and we consider thc topological, (or
set theoretical) fiber of <p over z, that is <p-l(z). The set <p-l(Z) may be reducible, however
we will usually assume that (unless otherwisc specificd) <p-l(Z) is equidimensional (this
is because we deal with low dimensional fibers, see (4.1)). We have two natural scheme
structures on <p-l(z). One is the scheme thcoretic fiber structure, which we denote by
P, which is thc c10sed subscheme of X defincd by the ideal 'Ip := <p-l(mz ) ·Ox. Since
Z is affine and normal, and <p is proper with connected fiber, the ideal <p-l (m z ) . 0 x is
generated by global functions on X vanishing along <p-l(Z). The other is what we can call
the geometrie structure, whieh we dcnote by F; this is the smallest scheme structure on
<p-1 (z). With this structure F is a variety, that is it is reduccd and it has 00 embedded
component.

For a good contraction <p we will also consider a <p-amplc line bundle L such that
K x + L is a pullback of a line bundle from Z, if Z is affine then K x + L = <p*(Oz).

(1.1) Let us begin with a, c1assical.cxample. The following is thc list of all possible good
contractions <p : X -1 Z of slnooth surfaces:
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(a) Z is a point and X is adel Pezzo surface;
(b) Z is a smooth curve and <p : X ---1- Z is a conic or pl-bundle, in particular every fiber

F is reduced and isomorphie to pI or to union of two pl'S meeting transversallYj
(c) Z is a smooth surface (thus <p is birational) and thc exceptional locus consists of

disjoint smooth rational curves with normal bundle O( -1), thus cp is a composition
of blow-downs of disjoint rational curves to smooth points on Z.

Similarly one cau describe crepant birational contractions of smooth surfaces (see
(1.5.2).

The description of 2-dimensional contractions was known classically. To understand
them it is enough to apply adjunction formula, Grauert criterion and the theory of divisors
on surfaces.

To understand higher dimensional contractions one has to use some other properties
of good contractions. Thc fundaments of the theory were set in the 80's by S. Mori, Y.
Kawamata, J. Kollar, M. Reid. In particular, in the famous paper [Mol], S. Mori pro
cluced the list of all possible good (elelnentary) contractions for SffiOoth three dimensional
projective varieties (whieh will be reproved here in (4.1) and (4.14)).

The aim of this section is to recall to the reader some propertics of good contractions
and to state them in the form which is convenient for our purposes.

The chief tool is thc vanishing theorem duc to Y.Kawamata, E.Viehweg and J. Kolhi!
(see [K-M-M], section (1-2), or [E-W], corollary 6.11):

Theorem (1.2). (Vanishing theorem) Let cp : X -t Z he Cl gooel or crepant contraction
with target Z being affine. Assume that L is a cp-ample 1ine hundle. Thcn for any non
negative integer t we have

Hi(X, tL) = 0 for i > O.

Jf <p is a good contraction and K X + L = <p* ( CJz) then also

Hi(X, -L) = 0 for i > dimX - dimZ.

Let us note that although in the present paper we discuss only the case of smooth X,
the vanishing theorem and many of its consequences remain true if we allow that X has
log terminal singularities. _

In the case of good contractions the fiber structure scheme F has nice properties.
Namely, its structural sheaf admits all the vanishings which hold for the ambient space.
The following lemma is used very often; for the proof we rcfer thc reader to the following
papers: ([Mol];(3.20) and (3.25.1)), ({Fu];(11.3)), ([An]; (2.2)), ([Y-Z], lemlna 4).

Lemma (1.2.1). Let cp : X ---1- Z be a good contraction and let L, z E Z, Fand P be as
in (1.0). Moreover, let F bc a scheme structure on <p-l (z) defined byan ideal cp-l (I)· Ox,
where I is an ideal of a zero dimensional subschemc of Z supported at z (in particular
F = P ifI = m z )' If either t 2: 0 and i 2: 1 or t = -1 and i > dimX - dimZ then

(a)
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Let F ' be any subscheme oE X wllose support is cöntained in F so that r.p(F' ) = z. JE
either t ~ 0 and r = dimF or t = -1 and r ~ max{dimF, dimX - dimZ + I} then

(b)

Proof. Suppose that 'L is generated by functions {lI,"" Ir}' Then let us consider a
sequence X = So ~ SI J ... J Sr = F of subschemes of X, each Sk defined in X by
functions {lI 0 r.p, ... , I k 0 r.p}. Now vanishing (a) is proved for all schemes Sk by induction
on k if we consider sequences

·!Jc+lo--t tL1sk ---ttL1s1c --t tL1sh+1 --+ 0

and we start with the vanishing (1.2) - see also [An] or [Pu]. To prove (b) let us note
that any F ' supported on r.p -1 (z) is contained in a subschcme F whieh is supported on
r.p-1 (z) and defined by global functions. Since F' c F the restriction map tL IF -+ tL IF'

is surjective and thus also H r (F, tL IF) -+ H r (F' , tL IpI) is surjective for r ~ dimF. This
proves the part (b).

Lemma (1.2.2). Let r.p : X -+ Z be a good contraction and let L, Fand P' be as in
(1.2.1). Let also X' E ILI be the zero locus oE a non-trivial section oE L. Then we have

(a)

iE either t ~ 1 and i ~ 1 or t = 0 and i ~ 7nax{dimX - dimZ, I}; we also have

(b)

iE either t ~ 1 and r = dimF n X', or t = 0 and r ~ max{dimX - dimZ, dimF n X'}.

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from the previous one if we consider the
cohomology sequence associated to the exact sequence

tensored by tL. The part (b) is proved similarly as in thc previous lemma.

Lemma (1.2.3). Let r.p : X -+ Z be a crepant contraction and let F, Fand F ' be as in
(1.2.1). Then

(a)

(b)

Proof. The same as of the above.

Wc also note the following important consequencc of thc vanishing:
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Theorem {1.2.4}. Let 'P : X -t Z be a good contraction oE a smoot11 variety X oE
dimension n onto anormal variety Z oE dimension m. Tlwn Z 11as rational singularities
and Rn-m'P*(Kx ) = wz, where Wz is the dualizing sheaE oE Z.

Proof. The rationality of singularities follows immcdiately from thc vanishing (see, [KaI,
Cor. 7.4] for cp of fiber type. The descending property of the canonical sheaf was noted
first by Kempf {Ke, pp. 49-51] in case m = n and for m ~ n it was proved by Kollar {Kol,
Prop. 7.6] in case Z is sluooth. The general case is obtained by cOlupilation of these two
result and application of Grothendieck spectral sequence. Namely, let a : Z -t Z be a
desingularisation of Z and let X be a desingularisation of the fiber product X Xz Z with
the induced morphisms ß : X -t X and 0 : X -t Z, such that <p ° ß = a ° 0. Thus,
by Grothendieck spectral sequence 1 the sequences Ri'P* (Ri ß* (Kx )) and R i a *(Rj0*(Kx ))
have the same limit. But, because of Grauert-lliell1enschneider vanishing Ri iJ. (Kx) = 0
for j > 0 and 0*(Kx) = K z and by Kempf's result Rn-m(ao0).(Kx) = Wz. On the
other hand Ri'P*(Rjß.(Kx)) = 0 for i > 0, [Kol, Thm. (3.8.i)), and ß*(Kx ) = K x so
that the other sequence degenerates to Ri ('P ° ß). (Kx) = Ri CP. (Kx ), and we are done.

Another feature of good contractions is the special behaviour of same divisors, we will
use it to apply some inductive arguments. Namely, in the set up of (1.0) we will choose a
good section of (Kx + L) or of Land wc restrict to this scction. We call this procedure
vertical, respectively horizontal, slicing, in order to do this we need the following (for a
proof see [A-W], (2.5) and (2.6)). (We note that vertical slicing was already used in the
proof of (1.2.1).)

Lemma (1.3). Let cp : X -t Z be a good contraction oE a smoot11 variety, assume
moreover that Z is affine and Kx + L = CJx .

(1.3.1) (Vertical slicing) Assume that X" C X is a non-trivial divisor deHned by aglobai
Eunction h E HO(X, K x + L) = HO(X, Ox). Then Eor a general choke oE h, X" is
smooth and any section oE L on X" extends to X.

(1.3.2) (Horizontal slicing) Let X' be a general divisor Erorn the linear system ILI. Tllen,
outside oE the base point locus oE ILI, X' is smooth and any section oE L on X' extends
to X.
(i) IE <p' := CPlx', tllCn K x ' is <p' -trivial

(ii) Let Z' := Spec(X', Ox'). IE'P is birational then the induced map Z' -t Z is a
closed immersion. ThereEore the map <p restrictcd to X' has connected Hbers.

The above lemma on horizontal slicing is particularly effective if we cau prove a relative
base point free theorem for the line bundle L, which means that the evaluation cp*cp*L -t L
is surjective. Thc next result is in trus direction and it is a special casc of the main theorem
of [A-W] (i.e. Theorem (5.1) in [A-W]).

Proposition (1.3.3). Relative spannedness. Let 'P : X -t Z be a good birational
contraction oE a smooth n-Eold. Assume that a fiber F oE'P is oE dimension ~ 2. Then
the evaluation morphism tp..*'P.L -t .,L is surjective at every point oE F (we say that L is
cp-spanned) .
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Proposition (1.3.4). In the same bypothesis oE the proposition (1.3.3) (or, more gen
erally, oE theorem 5.1 Erom (A- WJ) the bundle L is rp-very ample Wllich mcallS that there
exists an embedding X ~ Z X p N over Z such that L is the pull-back oE 0(1).

Proof. The proof is the same as the onc of the thcorem (5.1) in [A-W]: in the hypothesis
one cau slice horizontally until fibers of rp are zero dimensional. In this case the <p-very

. ampleness is dcar. By (1.3.2) thc sections of L extcnd up from a divisor from ILI so does
the map to Z X pN.

A useful consequence of the relative very ampleness is an estimate on the normal of a
linear sllbspace of a fiber of a contraction:

Lemma (1.3.5). (c.f. [Ei]) Let rp : X ~ Z be a good contrac tion with a rp-very ampie
line bundle L. Assume that S ~ pr is cOlltained in a fiber oE rp and L 1S ~ 0(1). Then the

. twisted conormal bundle Ns/x (1) is spanned by global sections.

Proof. The indusions SeX c pN yicld a surjection Ns/pN ~ Ns/x ' Since NS/PN ~

O( _l)N-r the lemma folIows.

Another fundamental property of good contractions we will use is thc existence of
rational curvcs in fibers: through any point of thc contractcd locus there passes a rational
curve. A proof of this fine property requires defonnation theory. We only note that thc
vanishing (1.2.2) iInplies that any I-dimensional componcnt of a fiber must be pI (see
(2.1)).

We will study the deformations of rational curves as weIl as their chains and for this
we neeel the following estimate on the dimension of a component of the Hilbert scheme
eontaining the class of a curve C C X.
Definition (1.4). A proper curve C is called smoothable if there is an irreclucible pointed
variety 0 E T and a proper flat family of curves 9 : W ~ T such that C = g-I(O) anel the
generic fiber of 9 is smooth.

Thcre are two natural examples of reducible smoothable eurves of genus 0 a tree anel
a bunch of rational curvcs. A curve C = UiRi is a (connected) tree of rational curvcs if:
(i) any ~ is a smooth rational curve

(ii) ~ intersects L,1:: R J in a single point which is an ordinary node of C.
The smoothing of a trec of rational eurves is obtaineel by modifying (blowing-up) the
special fiber in the trivial family pI x T.

A buneh of m rational eurves is a projective cone over m generic points in pm-I. In
other words such a bunch is a seetion of Sm by a hyperplane which passes through the
vertex of Sm. The smoothing of thc buneh of rational eurves is obtained by considering a
generic peneil of sections of Sm whieh eontains thc section in question. Let us also note
that if we attach to a oue of the sterns of a bunch of rational curves a trce (so that the
meeting point is an ordinary node) then the resulting eurve is again smoothable.

Proposition (1.4.1). Let C be a.propcr curvc without cmbedded points. Suppose that
, f : C ~ X ia an immersion oE C into Cl smootll variety X and that C is smoothable.
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Then any component oE the Hilbert schemc containing /(0) has dimcnsion -Kx.O + (n
3)x(Oe) at least.

We will apply the proposition in the ease 0 is a tree or a buneh of rational eurves; in
partieular we will have X(Oe) = 1 (see the seetion 4, in partieular (4.5) and the next).

The proposition is proved in the book of J. Kolhir (see [Ko],eh. 11, theorem (1.14)).
Another version of this result for irreducible rational eurves was used by Mori to prove the
existenee of rational eurves in fibers of good eontraetions (see (Mol]). It was also used to
make relation between the dirnension of a fiber and the dimension of the exeeptionallocus
of <p (see [Wi], Theorem (1.1) and [10], Theorem 004).

(1.5). Our induetive proofs will frequently lead from good eontraetions to erepant con
tractions. Therefore we will use some results on erepant contraetion. As an immediate
application of the Lemma (1.2.1) we obtain

Corollary (1.5.1). Any one dimensional component ·F' oE a fiber oE a good or erepant
eontraction is a smooth rational eurve and H 1(F' , .:J/ J2) = 0, where .:J is the sheafoEideals
oE F'. IE F is one dimensional fi ber oE a good or crepant eontrae tion then H 1 (F, 0 F) = 0
and thus the graph oEF, with edges representing its componcnts and vertexes representing
their incidence points, is simply connected.

Remark (1.5.2). A eomplete deseription of the one dimensional fibers of a good contrac
tion of a smooth variety X will be given in (4.1). If<p is creapant contraction of a smooth
variety X thcn a more detailed and refined deseription of the configuartion of the curves
in F cau be given if n = 2 or n = 3; some nlore subtle argunlents are needed. For n = 2
the incidence of the curves is described by a dual graph which is isomorphie to one of the
following Dynkin diagrams: An, Dn , E6 , E7 , Es (see for instanee [B-P-V]). If n = 3 the
ineidence of the curves is deseribed by a dual graph whieh is isomorphie to one obtained by
contracting any subset (possibly tbe eIllpty snbset) of the (-2)-curves of a Dynkin diagram
(An, D n, E ß, E 7 , Es) (this was proved in [Re]).

We restriet our attention now to the case of a crepant contraction of a SillOOtb 3-foldj
this was studied first by M. Reid (see [Re]) and subsequently by J. Kollar (see [C-K-MJ),
D.Morrison-S.Katz (see [Ka-M] and Y.Kawalnata (see [Ka2J).

In partienlar M.Reid (see [Re], section 1, Theorem (lA iii) and its proof) proved,
among other results, the following:

Proposition (1.5.3). Let <p : X -+ Z be a small crepant contraction oE a smooth 3-Eold
X. Then Z has only a terminal-Gorenstein singularity or, equivalently, Z lU1S only cDV
singularity. IE p is a singular point oE Z and H is a generic divisor througll p (therefore
p is a rational double point on H by the definition oE cDV singularity) then <p-l H is non
singular at the general point oE any curvc oE cp-l (p). In particular cp-lH is normal and
cp-l H -+ H is a partial resolution oE H.
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2. Generalities on blow-ups and vector bundles.

In the present section we collect some general results concerning blow-ups and vector
bundles which we will use in the sequel. Our notation is consistent with that of Hartshorne's
book [Ha, Seet.!!. 7].

Thc first results are about blow-ups of locally complete intersectiollS.

Lemma {2.1}. Let 8 c X be a locally complete intersection subvariety in a smooth
variety X defined by a sheaf oE ideals Is. Suppose that ß : X -t X is tbe blow-up
oE X along the subvariety 8. Then the cxceptional set E = E(ß) is a Cartier divisor
on X and ßE : E -t 8 a projective bundle over 8 isomorphie to P(Is/Tl). Moreover
ß*Oj;( -E) = Is. JE 8 is conneeted then E generates tlw Pieard grou]) o[ X over PicX.

Moreover X is Gorenstein and K X = ß*Kx + (dimX - dim8 - l)E.

Proof. The variety X can be 10ca11y embedded into X x pk-l, where k is the codimension
of S. Indeed, if fl' ... fk are the functions defining locally the ideal I s then X is defined
in X x pk-l by equations fitj = fjti, where ti are coordinates in p k - l . Using this
observation one may verify a11 the assertions. We refer thc reader to [EGA] and [Ha] for
this and further properties of blow-ups.

Let X be a smooth variety of dimension n 2: 3. Assurne that 81 and 82 are two
codimension 2 smooth subvarieties of X which meet transversaly along a set .60 of dimension
n - 3. That is, in local coordinates (zo, Zl, ... , Zn-I) in a neighbourhoad of a given point
x E ß, the subvarieties SI and 82 are defined by, respectively, Zo = ZI = 0 and Zo = Z2 = O.
Therefore the reducible subvariety 8 := 81 U 8 2 is defincd locally by two functions and
in these caordinate system its equations are Zo = Z1Z2 = O. In particular, thc sheaf
Ns:= ISIUS"/I~lUS,, is loca11y free rank 2 over 8 1 U 82.

Lemma (2.2). There is an cxaet sequencc oE VS1 -modules:

Proof. We have an embedding of sheaves of ideals Is y. IS1 which is the identity outside
of 8 2 . For x E ß and local coordinates as above, this inclusion can be expressed as
(zo, ZlZ2) C (zo, zd. Therefore aver ß thc quotient IS1 /(Is + 4

1
) is generated by the

function ZI' On the other hand, the inclusion .6. C 82 is related to Is" y. I~ and thus to
the inclusion (zo, Z2) C (zo, Zl, Z2)' Therefore If)./('Li + Is'J) is generated by ZI as weil.

The geometrie meaning of the above sequence can be clescribcd as follows. Let 1rl :

Xl -t X be thc blow-up of X along SI with thc cxceptional divisor EI. Then EI = P(NsJ
and N St = ('Irr).OEh (-Eh). Let 82 C Xl be the strict transform of 82. We note that

82 ~ 8 2 and 82 meets EI along a section of the pl-bundle 'Irl : A = 'Ir} I (.6.) -t .6.. Let us
call the section .6. 1 . We note that the section .6.1 is associated to thc surjective morphism
(NsJIf). -t NX/s" -t 0 of CJf).-lnodules (dually: .601 parametrizes normal vectors along

whieh 8 2 enters inta .6.). Now we,blow-up Xl along S2C;tnd we ca11 thc result X2 (and the
exceptional divisor E2 ). The strict transfonll of A, call it Li, has now the normal whose
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restrietion to any fiber of the ruling Li ---+ ß is 0(-1) EB O( -1). Thus, we see that Li
can be contracted now ~n X2. That is, we hav~ a contraction X2 -t X ovcr X whieh is
isomorphisln outside of ß and whieh contracts .6. to thc set isomorphie to ß and any point
of this set is a quadric cone singularity on X. The map 7T : X -t X is thc blow-up of the
ideal of S = 8 1 U 8 2 , Thc strict transform of EI, caU it EI, is again a pl-bundle over SI
and NS1S1 is the pushforward of CJE1 (-EI - E2 ).

Over SI, however, thc whole operation can be described as the blowing-up of the
section ßl in EI and then contracting of thc striet transform of &. The birational map
X ---+ XI is associated to the inchlSion I s C I S1 and also to the injection 0 ---+ NSlS1 -t

N S1 ' The cokernel of the injection is 0.601(- EI) = N~/52' The details of this geometrie
interpretation of "vector bundle surgery" are explained in general by Maruyama in [Ma,
pp.116-117).

The above blow-up argument is useful to understand the subscquent situation.

Lemma (2.3). With the above notation

N§'l/x
1
~ (Ns)ls2 ® OS2 (.6.).

Proof. Indeed, the exceptional set E2 of the blow-up X2 -t Xl is not infiucnced by the
contraction of Li, that is its strict tranform E2 is thc same as E2 . But E2 and E2 are
projectivisations of, respectively, left-hand anel right-hand side of thc above equality; thus
the equality is proved up to the twisting. The twist foUows by comparing the 1st Chern
c1asses of N§2/ X1 and N S152 ; e.g. using the abovc lemma. Namely, in the above argument

we noticed that (changing the indices appropriately) (Ns/x)IS'l = (7t)*CJ~(-El - E2 )

while N fh / X = (1r2)*OE2 (-E2 ), where * and 1r2 are the appropriatc blow-downs. Another

proof of the above equality can bc obtained by calculation in loeal coordinates of the blow
up Xl. That is, we can write the equations of all the needed sets in the local (mixed:
affine-homogenous) coordinates ((zo, ZI, ... ,Zn-I), [ZO, ZI)) around each point of .6. and wc
can eompute the equality directly.

We conc1ude the part of the section devoted to blow-ups with aversion of Castclnuovo
theorem, see [Ha, V.5.7].

Proposition (2.4). Let <p : X ---+ Z be a projectivc morpl1ism from a smooth variety
X onto anormal variety Z witll connected tibers (a contraction). Suppose that Z E Z is
a point oE Z and F = cp-l(z) is the geometrie fiber over z (see (1.0)). which is locally
complete intersection in X. Let I denotc the ideal oEFand r := dirnHo (F, I/I'l). Assume
that for any positive integer k

H 1 (F, Sk(I/I2 )) = 0 and HO(P, Sk(I/I'l)) = Sk HO(F, (I/Tl))

then z is a smooth point oE Z and dimZ = r.

Proof. Since CP.Ox = Oz we can apply the theorem on fonnal function (sec [Ha, 111.11.1])
to describe the completion Oz of the local ring of Z E Z

" . , -".'. 0"
Oz = hmH (Fk,OFJJ,

+--
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where Fk is thc closcd subschcmc of X dcfined by <p-l(rn~) ·Ox. Since F = cp-I(Z) it
follows that the sequence of ideals <p-l(m~) . Ox is cofinal (in the sense of [Ha, p. 194])
with the sequence of ideals I k

, so wc may use schemcs Fk defincd by I k instead of Fk.
We will prove for each k that HO (Fkl 0 F k ) is isomorphie to a truncated power se

ries ring Ak = C[[Xll ... ,xr ]]j(Xl1 ... ,xr )k. This will imply that Oz f'V C[(XI""'Xr ]] and
therefore that z is a smooth point of Z.

For k = 1 we have that HO(F,OF) = C. For k > 1 we note thatIkjIk+1 = Sk(IjI2),
because F is a loeal complete intersection. Thus thc claim can be proved by induction,
using the cohomology sequence associated to the exact sequence

and the cohomology hypothesis (see [Ha], proof of (V.5.7)).

Now we pass to the discussion of vector bundles. We start with a very simple result
for veetor bundles on a tree of rational curves.

Lemma (2.5). Let C = UCi be a connected (possibly reducible) curve which is a tree of
rational eurves, Ci ~ pI. Suppose that E is a veetor bundle over C. Then the following
eonditions are equivalent:

(a) The bundle E is nefj that is, Op(.q(1) is nef on pet:) (in partieular, for any i and any
surjeetive morpllism over the i-th eOlnponent EICi --+ EI we have deg(EI) 2: 0).

(b) The bundle C is spanned by global sections at a generic point of any eomponent of Cj
that is, for any i and a generic x E Ci the evaluation f(C, E) --+ Ex is surjective.

(e) The bundle E is spanned by global scctions at cvery point of Cj that is, [ar every
x E C tlle evaluation f(C, E) -+ Ex is surjeetive.

Proof. The implications (c) => (b)=>(a) are clcar so wc shall provc (a) =>(c) . We will
proceed by induction with respect to the number of irreducible cOlnponents of the curve
C. The lemma is clearly true if C ~ pI. Now thc curve C whieh contains n ~ 2 irreducible
compouents cau be presented as the union G'uGn wherc C' has n-1 components, Cn ~ pI
and C' and Cn meet at one point, say p. By the inductive assunlption Ec, is globally
generated by f(C', ECI) and ECn is globally gcneratcd by f(Cn , Ecn ). Thc bundle E is
obtained from ECn and cc' by the identification of their fibers over p. Moreover f(C, E) is
obtained from f(C', Ec') and f(Cn, Ecn ) by identification of thc values of sections over p.
Now it is clear that the spannedness of the restriction of E to both C' and Cn implies the
spannedness of E. For examplc: to get a section with a prescribed value V x ovcr x E C'
we choose first a section s' E f(C', cc') such that s' (x) = Vx and then Sn E f(Cn , Ecn )

such that Sn(P) = s'(p). Now S' anel Sn glue to aglobai section S E r(C, t:c) such that
sex) = V x '

•'1

The next result is froln [8-W1]:
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Table I

Cl C2 description oE bundle S description oEP(S) -t p(HO(p2, t:))

0 0 t:=OEBO p 2 x pI -7 pI

1 0 S=OEBO(l) blow-up oE a point at p3

1 1 S = TP2( -1) pl-bundle over p2

2 0 t: = 0 EB 0(2) blow-up oE vertex oE a cone over p2 C ps

2 2 o-t 0 -t TP2( -1) EB 0(1) -t S -t 0 blow-up oE a line in a smooth quadric

2 3 o-t O( _1)$2 -t 0$4 -t S -t 0 blow-up oE a twisted rational curve in p3

2 4 o-t O( -2) -t 0$3 -t S -t 0 conic bundle ovcr p2

Lemma (2.6). Let t: be a rank-2 vector bundle over p2. Suppose that S is spanned by
global sections and 0 ::; Cl (t:) ::; 2. Then t: is isomorphie to one oE the bund1es listcd in
Tab1e I in wbich we provide also its Ohern c1asses togethcr with a description oE tbe map
pet:) -t p(HO(p2, t:)*) associated to the evaluation oE sections.

Lemma (2.7). Let t: be a rank-2 vector bund1e over P 2 . IE the split ting type oEt: on every
line is tbe same, then E: is either a twist oE tbe tangent bundle or it is decomposable. JE tbe
splitting type oE E on each line is either (-1,1) or (-2,2) then either E is decomposable
or i t is not semi-stab1e (which means tha t E: (-1) lu1S a section) with C2 (E) = O. In tbe
latter case the section oE f, ( -1) vanishes at one point on1y and thus E: is in the following
sequence

o-+ 0(1) -+ S --1 Lx (-l) -+ O. (2.7.0)

Proof. Thc first part of thc lemma is just a theorem of Van de Yen. The second part
follows from a theorem of Grauert-Muellich. Namely, because of its general splitting type
the bundle E(-1) has a section which (again by the splitting type) vanishes at one point
at most (see [0-8-8]).

Corollary {2.7.1}. Suppose that E: is a rank-2 vector bund1e over p2 such that CI(E:) = 2
and for any line l c p2 we have HI(l, Cl) = O. Thcn either tlw gencral splitting oE f, js

0(1) EB 0(1) or f, is decomposable, or it is not senlistab1e as in (2.7.0).

Now we pass to the discussion of vector bundles over quadrics.

Lemma {2.8}. Let E be a rank-2 vector bundle ovcr a 2-dimensiona1 quadric V which is
either a smooth quadric Q2 = F o, or a quadric cone 8 2 , or p 2 U p 2 . Suppose that det{E)
is tbe restrietion oE 0(1) from Q4 and that S is spanned by global sections. Then, up to
an automorphism oE tllC quadric, we have eithcr 0 ES 0(1), or S ::: S(l) or E is a pull-back
oE Tp 2(-1) via a double covering V --+ p2.

Proof. The case of F o is discussed in [S-W2]. The cas~ of 8 2 can bc done similarly. We
note only that since S is spanned then its second ehern dass C2 as weIl as its 8egre dass
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82 = ci - C2 = 2 - C2 have to be non-negative and thus C2 = 0, 1, 2. Because P(&) is a
Fano variety one cau apply vanishing and get hO (&) = 5 - C2.

The case of p 2U p2 can be easily done with the help of Van de Yen theorem. Namely,
the restriction of E to each of the cornponcnts is eithcr 0 EB 0 (1) or TP 2(-1) and the
glueing of these two bundles along p 2 n p2 is unique as it follows from an easy argument
concerning extensions of automorphisms of these bundles from a line to p2.

Remark (2.9). Let F be a 2-dimensional quadric which is cither a smooth quadric
Q2 = F o, or a quadric cone 8 2, or a reducible quadric p2 U p2, and let E = 8(1).
Then the map cp : P(E) --+ P(HO(P\ E)*), associated to the evaluation of sections, is a
birational map to p3. If F = F o then '{J is the blow-up of two disjoint lines in p3: up to
a change of coordinates [xo, XI, X2, X3] in p3 the rnorphism ep is thc blow-up of the ideal
(XOX2, XOX3, XIX2, XrX3)' If F = 8 2 then ep is the blow-up of a double line associated to the
ideal (x5,X~,XOXl,XOX2+XIX3). If Fis the reducible quadric then P(E) is reducible and
it consists of two components: P(E) = P(E1FJ u P(EIF~J = P(Tp~ (-1» U P(O EB 0(1»
and epIP(Tp2 (-1» is a pl-bundle over p2 C p3 ~hile 'PIP(OEBO(l» is the blow up of a point

. x E p2 C p3. We note also that, since each of the quadrics is a linear section of the Grass
mann variety of lines on p3, each of the projective bundles has a natural interpretation in
terms of incidence of lines in p3 (c.f. 3.4.0).

Suppose now that V is an irreducible quaclric, that is either F o or the quadric cone
82 with the resolution 7f : F 2 --+ 82 of its vertex. Line bundles over F o are of the form
O(all a2) = O(alfl + a2f2), where (11, f2) are fibers of two different ruling over pI and
aI, a2 are integers. A conie on a quadrie is an elenlent of thc IV(l)l, or a linear section
of the surface embeded into p 3 . If V = Fo then 0(1) = 0(1,1) anel if V = 82 then
7f*0(1) = O(Co+2f) where Co is the exeeptional divisor of 7f and f is a fiber of the ruling
F 2 --+ pI. Y

Lemma (2.10.1). Let E be a rank 2-vcctor bUlldle ovcr F o. 8uppose t}Jat the restrietion
oE E to a generic conic splits into a direct sum O(a) EB V(b), where a 2: b. IE a - b 2: 2
then there exists a zero-dimensional subscheme Z C F o such that the bundle E is in tbe
Eollowing exact sequence

where al + a2 = a and b1 + b2 = b.

Lemma (2.10.2). Let E be a rank 2-vector bundle over 8 2 • 8uppose that thc restrietion
oE E to a generic conic splits into a cJirect sum O(a) EB O(b), 'where a 2: b. IE a - b 2: 2
tben there exists a zero-dimensional subscheme Z C F 2 such tlJat tbe bundle rr* E is in the
Eollowing exact sequence

o---+ O(aoCo + af) --+ rr* E -t Iz ® V(boCo + bf) --+ 0,

where 2(ao + bo) = a + b.

Proof. The proof of both lemmata depends on a criterion froIn [F-H-S], Theorem (4.2).
Although the quoted theorem is fonnulated for smooth varieties, it is not hard to see that
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the construction of a rank 1 subsheaf of E holds also in thc case of the resolution of the
singular irreducible quadric. We note that the condition of LemIlla 4.1 of [ibid] is satisfied.
This is because the incidence variety Z -r V of conies on the quadrie V is obtained from
the fiag manifold of planes in p3 ::J V and one computes easily that the restrietion of Tz/v
to the urnque section 6 of Z -r V over a SIllOOth conie C is equal to 0(-1) EB O(-1).

Lemma (2.11). Let [, bc a rank 2 veetor bundle over an irreducible quadrie V such that
detE = 0(1). Assume that the first eohomology oE the restrietion oE thc bundle E to any
eonie is zero. Then either thc restrietion oE E to a generic smooth conic is 0(1) EB 0(1) or
one oE the Eollowing is truc:
(a) V = F o and either

(i) E is decomposable and (up to the change oE tllC order in the product pI x PI)
isomorphie to 0(1,1) EB 0 or 0(2,0) EB O( -1,1), or 0(2, 1) EB O( -1,0), or

(ii) there exists a point x E V such that E fits in the exact sequenee

o-t 0(1,1) -t E ---+ Ix -r o.
(b) V = 8 2 and iE E' = 7[* Ethen either

(i) E' is deeomposable and isomorpllic to O(Co+ 2f) EB 0 or
(i ') E' fits in one oE the sequences

o---+ 0(2Co+ 2f) ---+ E' ---+ O(-Co) --+ 0 (2.11.0)

o----+ 0(2Co + 3f) ----+ E' ----+ O(-Co - f) --+ 0

(ii) there exists a point x E F 2 \ Co such that &' fUs in tllC exact scquencc

o---+ O(Co + 2f) --+ E' ----+ Ix -r O.

Proof. The assumption on vanishing of the cohomology implies that thc splitting type
of E ony any smooth conic is either (1,1) or (2,1), or (3, -1) while thc splitting type on
any line is cither (1, 0) or (2, -1). Ir the generic spliting type is not (1, 1) then we can use
the previous two lenlmata to place E (or E') as a Iuiddle term of an exact sequence. We
moreover know that the intersection of thc invertible subsheaf .LI of E (resp. E'), provided
by this sequence, with a conic is 2 or 3, while the intersection with any line is ~ 2. In
case of 8 2 we also know that LI.CO ~ O. This gives a list of possible LI. Sirnilarly we
find the condition on the degeneracy of thc map LI -r E, that is on the O-cycle Z frorn
the previous lemmata. If V = F o then we note that length(Z) ~ 1 because otherwise we
would find a smooth conie containing at least two of thc points from Z and the spliting
type of & on such a conie would not be admissible. Considering the restrietion of & to
lines passing through Z we find out that Z =1= 0 only if Ll = 0(1,1). The argument for
V = 8 2 is sirnilar: considering lines passing through Z we find out that Z =1= 0 only if
.LI = 0(00 + 2/), in such a case however Zn Co = 0 because Ll.Co = o. Also, Z consits
of one (reduced) point because we can consider the splitting type of E' on a conic passing
through two points from Z.

Corollary (2.11.1). Suppose tllUt E. is as in thc abovc lemma and its generic splitting
type on conies is neither (1,1) nor (2,0), tl1en hO(V, &0 CJ( -1)) - hI(V, &0 O( -1)) > O.

~J., ,.

Proof. It follows immediately from the previous lemma.
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3. Good contractions: examples.

In trus section we will present several examples of good contractions of a smooth projective
variety X; we look especially at thc case in which all fibers havc dimension::; 2.

(3.1) Projective bundles.

Let (F, &) be a pair consisting of a smooth variety Fand a numerically effective (for
example spanned) vector bundle & such that -KF - det& is ample. The bundle & is called
Fano sinee its projectivisation is a Fano manifold, sec [8-W1, 8-W2] and Tablc 1. Let then
X := P(& EB 0) and let ~ denote the tautologieal line bundle on X, that is Op(t'$O) (1).
Let us eonsider the section of the projective bundle X ~ F determined by the surjeetion
& EB 0 ~ 0 -t 0, we will call it again F. It is easy to eheck that N pjX = &. Sinee ( is nef
and (-Kp(t'$o) is ample, thus by Kawamata-Shokurov eontraction theorem it follows that
m~ is base point free for m » 0 and it defines a good eontraction cp : X ~ Z. In particular
Z = Proj(ffim>o HO(F, sm(& EB 0))) and if E is spanned then cp is the conneeted part of
the Stein factorsation of the map given by the linear system 1(1. The map cp contraets F
to a point.
Example (3.1.1). To get 4-dimensional birational contractions we eonsider pairs

(p2, (TP2( -1) EB 0(1))/0),
(p l x pI, 0(1,0) EB 0(0, 1)),

(p2, 0$4 /O( -1)$2)
(p2, 0(1)610(1)).

By the theorem of Leray and Hirsch onc gets that (4 = ci(& EB 0) - c2(E EB 0) > O.
This implies that the divisor ~ is big so that the lnap cp is birational. In each of the
above cases the map I.p will have exactly one 2-dimensional fiber, nalnely F. If (F, E) =
(P2 , 0(1) EB 0(1)) then the contraction is small while in eaeh of thc remaining cases
it will contract a divisor (see also (6.1) and (6.2)). For the pair (F, E) different from
(pI x pI, 0(1,0) EB 0(0,1)) the map I.p is elementary. Let us also note that X cau
be described in terms of the rational map P(HO(&)) =:J cp(X)- --+ F. For example, if
E = 0$4 /O( _1)$2 then the map is defined by a net of quadries which eontain the rational
twisted cubic in p3.

Similarly, eonsidering other bundles [rom (2.6) and (2.8) we get aseries of good
contractions of fiber type with the special fiber F equal to p 2 or F o. More precisely, to
get an isolated 2-dimensional fiber one has to eonsider TP2( -1) and 0$3 /O( -2) over p2
and the pullback of Tp 2 ( -1) to Fa.

Example (3.1.2). Using the results of [S-W2] one ean produce examples of contractions
of a manifold X = P(E 61 0), dimX = 11 ~ 5, with an isolated 2-dimensional fiber
F ~ P 2 . Birational contractions can be 0 btained for n = 5, 6 if we take E = O$n /0 (-1)$2
(which Ineans that E(l) is the quotient of O(l)$n divided by two general sections) or
E = Tp 2 ( -1) Ef) 0(1) for n = 5. Fiber type contractions (conie fibrations with an isolated
p 2 fiber) will be produecd this way if we take E = O$n-l /CJ( -2) for n ::; 7. 8imilarly, if
we take E = 0$4 jO( -1, -1) over Fa = pl X pl thcn P(& Ef) 0) has a structure of a conie
tibration over p4 with an isolated 2 diInensional fiber equal to F o.

(3.2) Complete intersections in projective bundles.

Example (3.2.1). Let Q3 be a snlooth 3-dimensional quadric and let S be the spinor
bundle over Q3. (As described in section 0 the bundle S is a rank two vector bundle
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which is the pull back of the universal bundle under the inclusion i : Q3 -+ Gr(1,3).)
Let us consider the projectivization M := P(O ffi 5(1)) with thc projection p : M -+ Q3.
By ~ let us denote the line bundle Op(O$s(I»(l). The complete linear system I~I gives
a contraction of M onto p 4 such that the section corresponding to the trivial factor of
CJ EI' 8(1) is contracted to a point by <p and all the othcr fibers of <.p are pI'S.

Let then X be a smooth divisor in thc linear system I~ +p* OQ3 (1) I. Since this linear
system is ample Pic(X) is the same as Pic(M) and thus <.p restricted to X - caH it again
cp - is an elementary contraction. Moreovcr, it is easy to see that <p : X -+ p4 is birational
and divisorial. Also, it will have a 2-dimensional fiber F which comes from a 3-dimensional
fiber of M --+ p4, thllS F is a quadric. For a general choice of X thc fiber F is a smooth
quadric pi x pi. Thus we can realise the pair (F, Np/x) = (pI Xpi, 0(-1, O)EI'O(O, -1))
in an elementary contraction (c.f. the previous series of examples).

Moreover, we claim that therc exists a smooth X such that F is the quadric cone
8 2. Indeed, let us ehoose a section a E HO (Q3 , 0 (1)) whieh vanishes along a qlladric eone
with a vertex at wand a section ß E HO (Q3, 5 (2)) whieh does not vanish at w. Then the
seetion of ~ + p*O(l) associated to the seetion (a, ß) of 0(1) EI' 5(2) is smooth along the
2-dimensional fiber of the contraction. (This can be verified locaHy - as in the subsequent
exampIe.) Thus we can produce an example of thc a fiber and its normal being (82 , 81 S2 ) •

Example (3.2.2). Now we extend the above examplc to the codimension 2 complete
intersection in a projective bundle over the smooth 4 dimensional quadrie Q4. This time
we consider a spinoT bundle 8 ovcr the quadric Q4 and thc projcetive bundle p : M =
P(O €I' 5(1)) -+ Q4. Again, let € denote the relative hyperplane bundle - the evaluation
map associated to thc system lEI is onto p4 and contraet a section Qo to a point v E p4.
The quadric Q4 paraluetrizes planes in p4 containing v and M is the incidence variety of
points on the planes.

Again, we consider thc linear system A = 1€+p*O(l)1 aver M and X will be a complete
intersection of two divisors from A. The intersection F := X nQo is a linear section of the
4-dimesional quadric. The codimension 2 linear scction of Qo ~ Q4 can be either a smooth
quadric F o = pI X pi or a quadric cone 8 2, or a union of two planes meeting along a line.
We will show that each of these cases can be rcalised so that the complete intersectian X
is smooth. The first two cases were dealt with in the prcceeding examples so we focus on
the case of the two p2S. We distinguish the two planes calling them PI and P2 , so that
5(1)IPl = TP2( -1) and 8(1)IP2 = CJ ffi 0(1). In particular, ovcr the line l := PI n P2 the
bundle 8(1) decomposes into 0 EI' 0(1).

Sections of €+p*0(1) are associated to sections of 0(1) EB 8(2); the decomposition of
the later bundle enables to write the sections in the form (a, ß), where a E HO(Q4, 0(1))
and ß E HO(Q4, 5(2)). For a suitable trivialisation of S(2) (and thus of P(S(1) EI' 0)) the
zero locus of the section of €+p*0(1) associatecl to (a, ß) is given by thc equation

where [zo, Zl, Z2] are thc associated uniform coordinates in thc fiber of p and x is a coordi
nate in Q4. Moreover, we',may assume that the trivialisation of 5(2) over l coincides with
the splitting 8(2), = 0(1) EI' 0(2) and therefore ßk ll E HO(l, O(k)) for k = 1, 2. In these
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coordinates the seetion Qo is whcre ZI = Z2 = 0 and thus in affine coordinates around Qo
the zero loeus is described by the equation

Let al and a2 be the two sections of OQ4 (1) such that their common zero is the
union of two p2,S, Le. PI U P2 • Then each of Qi'S is a quadrie cone with thc vertex on
the line PI n P2 • The partial derivative 8Cii/8xj vanishes only at the vertex of the cone
defined by the section Cii' Therefore, the Jacobi znatrix (8ai/8xj) (where (Xj) are loeal
coordinates on Q4) is of rank onc along 1= PI n P2. Now we choosc two sections, ßi with
i = 1, 2, of 8(2) such that over 1 they eoincide with thc splitting, that is ßIII = (ßt, 0)
and ß211 = (0, ß~), where ßt E HO(l,O(i)). (We can make such a ehoice because the
restrietion map HO(Q4, 5(2)) ---7 HO(l, 8(2)11) is surjective - which is easy to verify c.g. by
considering cohomology.) Moreover, wc may assume that the zero set of thc section ßi
does not inelude the vertex of the cone defined by ai. And we eonsider two seetions
!i E HO(M, ~ + p*O(l)) ~ HO(Q4, 0(1) EB 8(2)) which locally are of the form

Now we ean compute the matrix of dcrivatives (8fi/8xj,8!i,j8zk) in local coordinates
(Xj, Z1, %2) around 1 c Qo. The result evaluated on l is thc DIatrix:

ßt
o

Because of our assumption on thc zero locus of ßi it follows that thc above matrix is of
rank 2 everywhere on l. Thereforc, the complete interseetion of divisors defined by fi'8 is
smooth.

Remark 1. Discussion oE normal bundles oE Pi's in X.
Thc conormal of thc total fiber IpIUP2/I~lUP:il is thc rcstriction of thc spinot bundlej

in particulat, its restriction to PI is TP2( -1) and to P2 is 0 EB 0(1). Using Lemma 2.2
one proves that thc conormal of PI and P2 is, rcspectivcly, a stablc bundle with Cl = 2
C2 = 4 which is spanned outside of 1 (see [8-W1]) and, respectively, an unstablc, semistable
bundle with Cl = 2, C2 = 3. In both cases 1 is the unique jumping line with the splitting
type O( -1) EB 0(3). (For further discussion see Section 6.)

Remark 2. Digression on thc geonletry oE surfaces in p4.
The above series of examples with special fiber a two dimensional quadric can be

described from the point of vicw of the geometry of surfaces in p4. Nalncly, in cach of
the cases X is a blow up of p4 along a surface S with an isolated singularity at the point
v. Equivalently, X is a graph of a rational map p4_ -t Q8 C ps+l for 8 = 2, 3, 4
(respectively for (3.1.1), (3.2.1), (3.2.2)). The resolution of thc sheaf of ideals Is is as
follows:

o ----+ O( -8 - 2) ----+ 0(-8 - 1)ffi(8+2) ----+ 0(-8 )ED(8+2) ----+ Is ----+ O.
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If s = 2 then S consists of two planes meeting transversally at v and the above sequence
can be computed directly. In the other two cases this can be cOluputed by looking at S
as degeneracy locus of sections of sheaves. Namely, thc projective bundle M (over Q3 or
Q4, respectively) in which we consider the cOluplete intersection has a projective bundle
structure over p4 outside of the point v. If we pull the sheaf 0(1) from the quadric
to M and then we push it forward to p4 then the rcsulting sheaf, call it :F, will have
an isolated singularity at v and outside of v it will be locally frce. The sheaf :F is of
rank 2 or 3 and S is cut out by its 1 or 2 scctions of :F ~ 0(1), rcspectively. Moreover,
since M comes frorn a flag variety, one finds out easily that thc restriction of :F to any
linear p3 C p4 which does not contain v is equal to N(l) (N denoting the weIl known
null-correlation bundle on P 3 ) or Op3 (2), respectively. This providcs enough information
to get the above resolution and more. In particular one finds that the degree of S is 5
and 9, and the ideal 1s is defined by five cubics and six quartics, respectively. Using
CoCoa program [Ce] for symbolic COlllputations we found the following example of thc
ideal 1s = (txy - x 2 y - txz + x 2 Z - t 2u, tx2

- xyz + xz2 - xyu + tzu, t 3 - t y2xy2 - xyz +
tz2 , t 2x - xyz + xz2 - tyu, txy + t 2 Z - y2 Z + Z3 - y2 u ), where [x, y, z, t, u] are hOlnogeneus
coordinates and v = [0,0,0,0,1]. If wc blow up the ideal Is in p4 we obtain a special
fiber of dimension two which is thc quadric cone 8 2 . The reader may easily verify that thc
tangent cone of S at v gives a double line scheIne.

(3.3) A conic bundle with a special fiber 8 3 •

Let ß : V -+ p3 be thc blow-up of p3 at a point Xo with the exceptiollal divisor Vo
and another projection a : V -+ p2 which makes V the pI bundle P(O EI1 0(1)). Over
V we consider the pull-back bundle E := a"'(04jO( -1)2) and its projectivization 7r :

W = P(E) -+ V. Over W we have the relative hyperplane section bundle Op(&)(l),
which we denote by~. The bundle ~ generates PicW together with H := (a7r)+(O(l))
and D := (ß7r) '" (0 (1) ). Let us note that an the above three line bundlcs are spanned
and they define Iuaps outo p 4, p 2 and p3, rcspectivcly. Morcover, we can compute that
-Kw = 3~ + 2D.

Let Wo := (ß7r)-l(xO), Wo is thc unique effective divisor in ID - HJ. We note that
Wo is a 4-fold whose case was discussed in a previous series of examples: it has a structure
of a p2 bundle over p2 and another good contraction supportcd by the divisor ~ whlch
contracts an irreducible divisor Yo c Wo to a cone 8 3 C p4. The divisor Yo is the unique
effective divisor in Wo equivalent to the restriction of 2~ - H. A section of Wo -+ p2 is
contracted to thc vertex of S3, call it IIo. Let us note that Yo is smooth outside of IIo. The
set Yo C Wo is contracted by thc birational Illap supported by a~ + bD where a, b > O.
Moreover, let us note that N~o/w = (0 4 jO( _1) EB2) EB 0(1).

Claim. Yo extends to a smooth divisor Y c W such that Y E 12~ - H + mDI where
m»O.

Proof. Let us note that the linear system 12~ - H +7nDI is base point free outside of Wo
for m »0. On the other hand, from the sequcnce

o-1- (2~ + (m - l)D) -+ (2~ - H + mD) ---1 (2~ - h + mD)lwo -+ °
and from Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing, it follows that Yo extends. If Y is an extension of
Yo then since Yo = Y n Wo we have the smoothness of Y at the smooth points of Yo, that
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is outside of TIo. Thus, since smoothnes is an open property, we will be done if we show a
divisor in 12' - H +mDI whieh is smooth along IIo. To this end, note that it is enough to
take a reducible Y' = Wo + Y" such that thc divisor Y" E 12' + (m - 1)DI does not meet
IIo. The existence of such Y" is clear since 2' + (m - l)D is trivial on TIo.

Thus we ean produee a smooth .conie fibration 'ljJ = (ß 0 7r)IY : Y --t p3 with a llOll

normal divisorial fiber Yo over x 0 such that - K y = , +H +m'D. Now a good supporting
divisor ~ + D defines a divisorial eontraction of p : Y -t X C p4 X p3 of Y over p3. The
eontraction p eontracts the divisor Yo to the cone 83 = X n(p4 x {xo} ). Thus X is smooth
and the resulting contraction cp : X --t p3 is a conie fibration with an exeeptional fiber 83,

Remark. A different, simpler and very nice construction of a conie bundle with the special
fiber 83 was given by N. Shepherd-Barron. Thc example is reported in a paper ofY. Kachi
(see [Kac], example (11.6)).

(3.4) Blow-ups, blow-downs.
A very convenient way to produce a conie fibration is to alter another fibration. We
will use this method to produce non-elementary fibrations also with reducible fibers. The
fibration which will be the base of thc eonstruction is either a siInple pI-bundle or a non
equidimensional 4-dimensional seroll 'ljJ : Y --t Z with an exeeptional fiber V ~ p2, as
dealt with in [A-W, Remark (4.12)], and [B-W].
Example (3.4.0) A 4 dimensional seroll with an exeeptional fiber p 2

•

Dur favorite example of such a scroll comes from incidence eonstruetion (c.f. 3.2.2)): we
set Z := p3 and we fix a point v E p3. Then we consider the incidence variety

Y := {(z, 11) E p3 X Grass(p2, p3): zErr and v E 11}

with the projections 1/;: Y --t Z = p3 and 1r: Y -t p2. The 7r makes Y a projective bundle
P(O EB TP2( -1)) (c.f.[A-W],(4.12)) while 'ljJ is the seroll with a unique 2-dimensional fiber
V ~ p 2 over v. If (zo, ZI, Z2) are coordinates in thc affine neighbourhood of v = (0,0,0)
and [to, h, t2] are homogenous coordinates in the p2 then thc cquation of Y in C3 x p2
is tozo + tizi + t2Z2 = 0 (this is just a duality pairing between the plane at infinity of C 3

with its dual).

Example (3.4.1) A conic fibration with exccptional fiber F 1 .

Let S C Y be a smooth surface meeting V transversaly at one point and the other fibeTs
of 1/; at one point (transversaly!) at most. Then thc blow-up of Y along S: Cl:' : X --t Y
with the morphism

cp := 1/; 0 0': X -t Z

is a conie bundle with diseriminant divisor ~ = 'ljJ(S) and a special fiber over v isomorphie
to F 1 . Let us note that X achnits another good contraction ß which is a simple blow-down
map of X to a pl-bundle over Z. In local coordinates S = {([to, tl, t2J, (zo, ZI, Z2)) : Zo =
tl = t2 = O}, ß 0 0'-1 is the projection from Sand its inverse 0' 0 ß-1 can be deseribed as
follows:
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The exceptional set of a 0 ß-1 is the simple blow-up of thc surface .6 at v, that is
{([71, 72], (ZO, Z1, Z2) : Zo = 71 Z1+ 72Z2 = O}.

Example (3.4.2) A conie fibration with exceptional fiber F o.
Let us consider a rational map , : pI x C 3 - --1- pI X C 3 given by the formula

The inverse of , is ([71172], (Zo, Zl, Z2)) f---7 ([71Z0 - 72Z2, -71Z1 + 12Z0], (ZOl Z1, Z2)) und
the exceptional set of each of these two Inaps is aresolution of the quadric singularity
{z5 = ZI Z2}. If X is the resolution of , then it is SIlIOOth and the map X --1- C 3 is a
conie fibration with the discriminant .6 = {(ZOl Z1, Z2) : z5 = ZIZ2} and an exceptional
2-dimensional fiber equal to F o.

Example (3.4.3) A conic fibration with exceptional fiber F 1 U p2.
Let S c Y be a smooth surface Ineeting V along a line and such that 'l/Jis is a blow-down
of a (-1) curve. For example, in the local coordinates ([to, tl, t2], (zo, ZI, Z2)), whieh we
introduced above, we can take S given by equations to = Zo = O. Then the blow-up of
Y along S, a : X -t Y, with morphisIll <p := 'ljJ 0 a is a conic fibration with discriminant
divisor .6 = 'lj;(S) and special fiber over v isomorphie to F 1 U p2.

Alternatively, X is the closure of the graph of a rational map of Y:

where W C p2 X C 3 is given by an cquation toz5 + hZI + t2z2 = 0 and thus it has an
isolated quadric cone singularity at ([1,0,0], (0,0,0)). The contraction X -t W has an
isolated two dimensional fiber ~ p2 with normal (TP2(-1) EB 0(1))/0. The exceptional
set of the inversed rationalluap is the smooth surface {zo = h = t2 = o} eWe p2 X C 3 .

Example (3.4.4) A conic fibration with exceptional fiber Fa U p2.
A similar argument as in thc previous examplc leads to a conic fibration with an exceptional
fiber F o U p2. In this case, however, we choose .6 having a quadric cone singularity at v
so that the map 'l/Jls : S -t ß is a contraction of a (-2) curve. Namely, let us consider S
given in Y C p2 X C 3 by equations tt = tozo + t2Z2 = t2zo + tozl = 0 (c.f. (3.4.2)). Then
S is aresolution of ß = {(zo, Zl, Z2) : z5 = ZlZ2} and the blow-up of Y along S is a conie
fibration over Z with an exceptional fiber ~ F o U p2.

Similarly as before one can describe X as a graph of a rational map. Let us consider
, : Y - -t pI X C 3 such that ,([to, t1, t2], (zo, Z1, Z2)) = ([tozl + t2zo, tlL (zo, Z1, Z2)). Then
the inverse of, is as follows

The exceptional set of, is the smooth surface S which we have just described above, while
the exceptional set of ,-1 is a surface with an isolated singularity at ([0,1], (0,0,0)) which
is of the cubie cone type. Thus X has two elemcntary contractions: a simple blow-down
to Y and the birational contraction to pI: X C 3 with an exceptional p2 whose conormal is
CJ$4 jO( _1)$2.
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Example (3.4.5) Conie fibrations with (non-isolatcd) 2-dim fibers equal to p2 U F 2 and
p2 U F l UP2.

In Y or W, which we have discussed above, we consider a smooth surfaee S = {zo = tl =
Z2 = O}. Then the blow-up of eithcr Y, or respectively, W along S is sInooth and the
induced map 'PY : Xy --+ C 3 (resp. 'PW : X w -t C 3 ) is a good eontraction. The fibers
of these contractions are of thc following type: 'Pyl((O, 0,0)) = p2 U F 2, 'Plil((O, 0, 0)) =
p2 UF I Up2

, 'Pyl(O,ZI,O)) = 'P\il(O,zI,O) = Fa for Zl i=- 0 and all the other fibers are
pI. We note that the exceptional fiber is a limit of two dimensional fibers and apart of
the striet tranform of the special fiber of the initial serolI, it contains the speeialization of
the pair (Fa, Co + 2/). We also note that in both cases the contraction faetors through
a small contraetion which contracts the strict tranform of the special fiber of thc initial
serolI.

(3.5) Double coverings. Let 'lj; : Y -t Z' be a good contraetion of a smooth variety Y.
Assurne that L is a 1/J-ample line bundle and -Ky - 2L = 'lj;* (L') for some line bundle
L' over Z'. If B E 12LI is a slIlooth divisor then we ean construet a double covering
'Tr : X -t Y which is branched along B (see for instance [B-P-V], pp.42-43); the variety X
is then smooth and -Kx = 'Tr*(L + 'lj;*(L' )) so that -Kx is 'lj; 0 'Tr-alIlple.

If 'lj; is of fiber type then fibers of 'P := 'lj; 0 'Tr are connected and thus cp : X --+ Z' is
a good contraetion. If 7./J is birational then 'IjJ 0 'Tr is generically 2 : 1. In this case however,
the eonnected part of tbe Stein factorisation of 7./J 0 'Tr, which wc denote by 'P : X -t Z,
is a good contraction. The finite part of the Stein factorisation 'Tr' : Z --+ Z' is a double
covering branehed along 'IjJ(B).

Let us note that a similar construction with L such that K x + L = 1/J*(L' ) leads from
a good birational contraction 'lj; to a crepant contraction 'P : X -t Z. The first example
concerns this case.
Example (3.5.1) A erepant elementary divisorial contraction of a SIllOOth 3-fold.

Let us consider a product Y = F t x C with projections Pt : Y --+ Fr, P2 : Y --+ C.
Y admits a good contraction 'lj; : Y --+ p2 X C supported by pi (Co + I) which is a simple
blow-down of the exceptional divisor Co x C. Let L := pi (Co + 2/). We claim that there
exists a smooth divisor B E 12LI such that B t := B n F t x {t} is a smooth curve of genus
2 for general t and Bo = Co U Cl where Cl E ICo+ 4/1 is a smooth rational curve Ineeting
Co transversally at 3 points. This follows froln a general

Lemma (3.5.2). Let A be a base-point-free linear SystClTI Oll a smooth variety X. Let
Da E A be a divisor whic11 is smooth exeept finite numbcr oE points. Then there exists a
linear peneil oE divisors {DA: .\ E pIe A} whieh eontains Do and such that the divisor
Dpl := UA DA in X x pI is smooth.

Proof. Let DA C X x A be the universal divisor (incidencc varicty); locally DA is defined
by a function f(x,.\) with variables x and A being coordinates in X and A, respectively.
Since A is base-point-free it follows that DA is non-singular (it has projective bundle
structure over X) and thus thc vector of partial derivatives (al/8x, 81/8.\) is nowhere
zero on DA. If D AQ is singular, at xo, thcn 8f /8x vanishes at (xo,.\o). However in such a
situation al/8>.. does not vanish so thus if we choose a linear pencil DA which contains
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Ao but is not contained in the kernel of af /aAthen the resulting divisor U.x D.x will be
smooth at (xo, AO)' Now the lelnma follows easily. .

Example (3.5.1), eontinued. Let <P : X -+ Z be a crepant contraction obtained from
7/J : Y -+ p 2 xe with a double covering 7r : X -+ Y branchcd along B. Note that Z adlnits
a morphism outo C so that fiberwise we have a family of maps <Pt : X t -+ Zt parametrized
by tEe. For a general t the surface Zt is a double cover of p2 branched along a quartic
which has a simple double point and <Pt : X t -+ Zt is aresolution of the resulting Al
singularity. Let E denotes the exceptional divisor of the lnap <P and by Et let us denote
the reduced fiber E n X t . We claim that
(a) for any t, E t :: pt, E.Et = -2 for a general t and E.Eo = -1,
(b) E is non-normal along Eo and slnooth elsewhere,
(c) the normal bundle of Et in X is 0 EB O( -2) for a general t and 0(1) EB 0(-3) for

t = O.

The first two properties follow easily from the construction wbile tbe third one comes
from

Lemma (3.5.3). Let <P : X -+ Z be a crepant divisorial contraetion of a smooth 3-fold
with the exeeptional irredueible divisor E which is contraeted to a curve C C Z. Let 0 be
a Exed point on C. For any point t E G let E t denote thc Hber <p-I(t) with the reduced
strueture. Then the property (a) above yields property (e).

Proof. We are to prove that the normal of Eo in X is 0(1) EB O(-3). By (5.6.2) it is
enough to exclude possibility that thc normal is either 0(-1) ffi O(-1) or 0 ffi O( -2). Let
us blow-up X along Eo and call the resulting variety X, the exceptional divisor by A and
the strict transform of E by E. In X we have a family of effcctivc 1-cycles Et parametrized
by G \ {O}. By Bo let us call thc limit cycle of E t as t -+ O. Then Eo is an effective cycle,
it is supported on the set E n A and A.Bo = O. This last eqllality alone excludes the
possibility of the normal 0(-1) EB O(-1) - indeed, in this case the divisor -A is ample
on A, so it has positive intersection with any effectivc cyclc on A. If the normal of Eo were
o ffi O(-2) thcn -A would be nef on A = F2 and Bo would be supported on the unique
curve Go C F2 whose intersection with -A is zero. But then E1A would be supported on
Go so that

,Go = EIA = -aA + (E.Eo)f = aGo+ (2a + E.Eo) . f

where a and '"Y would be positive integers. Since E.Eo = -1 this is impossible.

Example (3.5.4). Divisorial elementary contraction of a 4-fold with quadric fibers.
This is a 4-dimensional version of thc previous example: let VI ~ p 3 be thc blow-up

of p3 at one point, by So let 11S denote thc exceptional divisor of the blow-up. VI has
a pl-bundle structure, VI = P(O EB 0(1)) ~ p2, by H let us denote the pull-back of
the line. Let us consider a product Y := VI X C with projections Pb P2 onto factors.
Over Y we have a line bundle L := pi(So + 2H). The data consisting of the contraction
morphism'ljJ : Y ~ p3rx C, and ?j;-alnple line bundle L can be plugged to the construction
described above as soon as we provide a smooth divisor B in 12LI. The resulting elementary
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contraction is divisorial and the exceptional divisor E is contracted to C. Fr01U the theory
of 3-dimensional good contration [Mol) we know that a general fiber E t of E -+ C is either
a smooth quadrie or a quadric cone. The singularity of a special fiber Eo will depend on
thc singularity of Bo := B n (So x {O}). In particular, if we find a smooth B such that this
intersection is a double line then Eo will be a rcducible quadric, that is, a union of two
planes meeting along a line. The construction of such a B can be done as folIows: first,
using the notation introduced in [Wi, p.154] an arguing as in [ibid, pp.156-157) we can
prove that there exists a divisor Bo on VI such that: Bo E 280 + 4H, Bo n So is a double
line and Bo has only isolated singularities. Then using lemma (3.5.2) we can cxtend Bo to
a smooth B on VI X C.

Example (3.5.5). Conie fibrations.
A similar argument will enablc us to construct different conie fibration: also non-equidi
mensional and also with reducible 2-dinlensional fibers. If we use a pI bundle as the base
of our covering then the resulting contraction will be equidimensional Le. a conie bundle.
If however, we begin with the scroll from (3.4) then we get a contraction with an isolated 2
dimensional fiber. Moreover, according to the choiee of the branehing divisor, thc special
fi ber will be one of the following:

(i) a smooth quadric if the branching divisor intersccts the 2-dimensional fiber (Le. P2)
along a smooth conie,

(ii) a quadric cone if the intersection is a reducible conic,
(iii) two planes if the intersection is a double line.

rt can be shown that there exists no smooth branch divisor which contains the 2
dimensional fiber (so that the case of a "double p211 can not bc produced this way).

(3.6) Toric examples. An especially niee dass of examples comes with the geometry
of toric varieties. Wc refer the reader to Oda [Od), Danilov [Da] or Fulton [FI] for the
language and notation of toric geometry.
Example (3.6.1). Blow-up of two transversal planes meeting at a point (see also (3.1)
and the Relnark 2 in (3.2)).

The blow-up of two transveral planes in C 4 ean be realised as follows. Let NR be a 4
dimensional real veetor space with a basis {eI, e2, e3, e4} and let N = Zel +Ze2+Ze3+Ze4
be a lattice in NR. Then we can subdivide the eone spanned by the basis by adding two
vertices u := el + e2, v := e3 + e4 and considering the following 4 cones

where (...) denotes the cone spanned by appropriate veetors. The resulting fan describes
a torie variety X together with a contraction onto C 4 whieh is thc blow-up along two
transversal planes defined (in suitable eoordinate system) by equations ZI = Z2 = 0 and
Z3 = Z4 = O.

Thc projection of the space N R along thc linear subspace spanned on u and v given
by a matrix

(~
-1
o

o
1

o ) ,.
-1
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maps the above defined fan onto a fan giving pI X pI. Actually, the reader may want to
verify the resulting construction describes the closure of the the graph of the rational map
C4 -t pI X pI defined as follows

The map onto pI x pI makes X thc total spaee of thc bundle O( -1,0) EB 0(0, -1) as
described in (3.1).

Example (3.6.2). Conie fibration which a 2-dimensional fiber which eonsists of two planes
meeting in one point. (A non-toric version of this cxample was presented in IKac]; reeently
J. Wlodarczyk exdended this example to higher dirnensions. )

Again, we consider a 4-dimensional veetor space NR with a fixed basis {eI, e2, e3, e4}
and the lattice N aB above. We take the following vectors in NR :

and consider a fan in N R with vertices in el, VI, e2, e4, - e4 containing the following 5
simpleses:

The toric variety associated to this fan is smooth. Now we eonsider the projection of NR
along the last coordinate to a 3-dimensional vector space N~ with a basis {e~, e~, e~}.

The projection maps the above fan into a cone spanned by e~, e~, -e~ - e~, -e~ - e~,

wmch is a fan of the affine quadric cone (i.c. thc affine eonc over pI x pI C p3). Wc
consider the induced nlap of toric varieties X -t X'. All fibers of this map exeept the one
over the vertex of the cone are pI's. Thc fiber over the vcrtex of thc quadric eone consits
of two 2-dimensional orbits associated to simpleses (e, VI) and (e2, V2)' Each of these two
components is isolnorphie to p2 and they meet at a point which is the orbit associated to
(eI, VI, e2, V2)' Moreover, let us note that the divisors D1 and D 2 associated to cones
(e4) and (-e4) map to X' so that we get thc usual torie flop D 1 -t X' ~ D2.
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4. Geometrie fiber.

(4.0) Let cp : X --+ Z be a contraction of a smooth n-fold X. We assume that cp is either
a good contraction or a crepant contraction. If cp is a good contraction we fix a relatively
ample line bundle L := - K x. In the present section we want to study the geometrie
strllcture of a positive dimensional fiber F of cp. The fiber F will be considered with a
reduced strllcture. We will say that F is an isolated fiber of dimension k if dimF = k and
all fibers of cp in some neighbourhood of F have dimension< k.

Let us start with the following well known description of I-dimensional fibers of good
contractions (see [Mo1] and [An]) .

Proposition {4.1} Let cp : X --+ Z be a good contraction oE a smooth variety. Suppose
that a fiber F oE cp contains an irreduciblc conlponcnt oE dimension 1; then F is oE pure
dimension 1 and a11 components oE F are smooth rational curvcs.
(1) IE cp is birational then F is irreduciblc and it is a line relatively to L, moreover the

scheme theoretic fiber structure Oll F is reduced.
(2) IE cp is oE fiber type then F is a conie relatively to L, that is: either

(i) F is a smootll pI and L . F = 2, or
(ii) F is a union oE two smooth rational curves meeting at one point and each oE these

curves is a line witll respect to L, or
(iii) F is a smooth PI, L . F = 1 and tbe fiber structure Oll F is oE multiplicity 2 (a

reduced conic).
In the cases (i) and (ii) the fiber structure is reduced.

In each one oE tbe above cases thc variety Z is smooth at cp(Z).

Proof. Let F be the fiber in question. We are to prove first that F is of pure dimension
1. Let us consider an irrcdllcible I-dimensional cOInponent G of F. Lemma (1.2.1) implics
that hl(Oc) = 0 and thus G ~ pI. By deformation arguments (see (1.4.1)) we have that
dim[c]Hilb(X) 2:: n - 3 - Kx.G = n - 3+ L.G and thcrefore thc deformations of C sweep
at least a divisor. Moreover if L.G 2:: 2 then G must move in an -1 dimensional family and
therefore r.p cannot be birational. On the other hand the deformation locus meets thc other
components of F along a subset of G and thus the cOlnponents of F whieh meet C have
to intersect the deformation locus at a finite nunlber of points hence they are of dimension
1. Because thc fiber is connccted this applies to any component of Fand thus we have
that F is of pure dimension 1. The configuration of curves in the fiber was described in
thc proposition (1.5.1). From deformation theory, as above using (1.4.1), we know that
F moves in a family of dimension L . F + n - 3 at least. Thus we see that L . F = 1 in
the birational case and L . F ~ 2 in thc fiber type case. The dcscription of the morphism
(smoothness of Z fiber, structure of non-reduced fibers) rcquires either studying Hilbert
scheme of fibers (we do not consider it now, see [An]) or one can use the results in (5.6)
and in (2.4).

(4.2) Wc now pass to the case where F has dimension two. That is, cp : X --+ Z is a good
contraction of a smooth n-fold with a fiber F of (pure) dimension 2. Since the target Z
may be assumed affine and it can. be .shrunk, if necessary, we lllay assurne that all fibers
of cp are of dimension:::; 2. As in (4.0) L := -Kx .and we assume it is cp-spanned by
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global sections; this is trlle in thc birational case by thc proposition (1.3.3) and in the
conic fibration case if n :::; 4 by a resllit of Kachi-Kawamata (see (Kac]). Let us also note
that some of the subsequent results which depend on the vanishing (1.2) remain true if we
allow X to have log terminal singlliarities. This concerns e.g. (4.2.1) and (4.3.3).

Proposition (4.2.1). In the above hypotllesis any component F ' oE F is normal. The
pair (F' , L1FI) has Fujita .6.-genus 0 and it is aillong the Eollowing:
(1) (p 2 ,O(e)), with e = 1,2,
(2) (Fr, Co + kf) with k 2: r + 1, r 2: 0,
(3) (Sr, OSr (1)) with r ~ 2.

Proof. The line bundle L' = LIFI is base point free and for any section G of L1FI we
have g(G) := h1(G, Oc) = O. This is a consequence of lemma (1.2.2) since C = P' n D,
where D is is a section of L (see (1.3.2)). Thus the proposition follows from thc following
non-normal version of a very wen known characterization of projective normal surfaces
with sectional genus 0 (sec [FuJ).

Proposition {4.3}. Let F ' be an irreducible (reduced) variety oEdimension 2 and let L' be
an ample and spanned line bundle such that Eor any C E IL'I we have g(C) =: h1(0Ic) = O.
Then F ' is normal, L' is very ample and the pair (F' ,L') has delta genus zero, .6.(F' ,L') = 0
thus the pair (F' , L') is one oE tbe pairs in the proposition (2.3).

Remark (4.3.1). The proposition is not true if wc only assumc that 9 (C) = 0 for a general
C. For instance take the variety obtained by identifying two points on pu (remark at p. 30
of [Fu]).

A similar result holds for varieties of higher dimension where C is any Cllrve obtained
as intersection of (n - 1) elements of IL'I.

We need the following lelnma.

Lemma {4.3.2}. Let F ' be as in the proposition and let L' bc a line bundle on F ' such
that the zero locus oE a general section oE L' is reduced and connected. Assume that
tllrough a point x E P' there is a section C E IL'I which is generically reduced, connected
and such that h1 (Oc) = h1 (Oe l ), where C' is a general section oE lL' ]. Then x is a
Cohen-Macaulay point oE F ' .

Proof. Notice that X(Oc) = X(Oe); this follows from the exact sequence

o--+ L
,
- 1 --+ 0 F' --+ Oc --+ 0,

true for every C EIL'!, and the fact that X(OFI) and X(L'-
1 ) does not depend on C.

This and the hypothesis iInply that hO(Oc) = hO(Oc') = 1. Wc thcn consider the exact
sequence

o --+ S --+ Ve --+ OCred --+ 0,

where S is a skycraper sheaf supported on the non Cohcn-Macaulay p.oints of C; since
hO(Oc) = hO(OCred .) = 1, we have that S =.0 and therefore C is;Cohen-Macaulay. Since
C is a Cartier divisor every point of C is a Cohen-Macaulay point of P'.
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P roof of proposition (4.2.1) . We are to prove that F' is normal then the rest will
follow from Fujita's result. Since L' is ample and spanned by the Bertini theoreru we have
through every point x E F' a section C E IL'I which is generically reduced and connected.
By hypothesis all C E IL'I have genus 0 and therefore we can apply the lemma and say
that P' has Cohen-Macaulay singularities.

On the other hand a general elCInent of IL'I, being irreducible and reduced and of
sectional genus 0, is a smooth rational curve. Thereforc F' itself is smooth along the point
of a general C; since L' is ample this itnplies that F' is smooth in coditncnsion 2.

By Serre criterion F' is therefore normal.
To conclude the proof we apply rcsults of T. Fujita; in thc subsequnet Hnes we refer

to his book [Fu]. First by the proposition (3.4) it follows that ß(F', L') = 0; secondly by
the corollary (4.12) we have that L' is very ample. Finally applying the theorem (5.15)
and the remark (5.16) we havc the complete proposition.

We note that the argument applied in the course of the proof of (4.3.2) to a component
F' can be actually used for thc whole fiber Fand it yields thc following

Lemma (4.3.3). Let F be a two dimensional liber oE Cl good contration as in (4.2). Then
F is Cohen-Macauley unless the zero locus oE a general section E ILFI is disconnected.

The example of non-Cohen-Macaulay fiber is obtained in (3.6.2): the meeting point
of the two components of the fiber is its uniquc non-C-M point. If cp is birational then the
hyperplane section of F is connected which follows from the subsequent result.

Lemma (4.4) {Horizontal slicing}. Assumc that cp is a good contraction as in (4.2).
Let X' be a general section oE ILI not containing any component oE the special liber F.
Consider the restrietion oE cp to X', CPlx' : X' -+ cp(X'), and let

,
X'~Z' ---+ Z

be the Stein Eactorization oE CPlxl. Then X' is a smooth (n - 1)-dimensional variety and
cP'- is a crepant (birational) contraction with at most i-dimensional libers onto anormal
variety Z'. IE cP is birational, then cp' = CPlx', JE cP is oE fiber type than Z' -+ Z is a double
covering. Moreover for n 2: 4 non trivial libers of cp' : X' -+ Z' are paralnetrized on Z' by
a subvariety oE dimension 2: (n - 4). If n = 4 and F is an isolated 2-dimensional fiber oE
cP then X' may be chosen so that non trivial fibers of cP' are isolated.

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows fronl (1.3.2) and adjunction formula. Let E' be
the exceptionallocus of cp'. We claim that dimcp'(E') 2: (n - 4). Indeed, take any rational
curve in the fiber of cp'. Since KXI.C = 0 thcn from deformation theory (1.4.1) we have
that C moves at least in a (n - 1) - 3 family. The last part is obtained by a standard
dimension counting.

The deformation argmnent which we havc just applied implies that the hyperplane
section of the fiber F (or its part, if it is reducible) moves in a nontrivial faluily, if only
n 2:: 5. Thus, knowing the classification of good cOI~tractions for n ::; 4 we can estinlate
the degree of F with rcspect to L. The idea of moving the rational curves and estimating
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the exceptionallocus of a good or crepant contraction was used in the proof of the length
fiber-Iocus inequality in [Wi, (1.1)], (see also [10, 0.4]) which related a general non-trivial
fiber of a good contracion with the dimension of its exceptionallocus.

A similar idea can be used to distinguish the locus of fibers of different dimension.
Namely, let us set consider the locus of fibers of dimension k. More prccisely, for k 2:: 1, let
Ek(cp) denote the closure ofthe set {x EX: dimcp-l(cp(x)) = k}. Let Ek be an irreducible
component of Ek(cp). Then either Ek is an irreducible component of thc exceptionallocus
E(cp) of 'P, or it is contained in Em(cp) for some 7n < k.

Proposition (4.5). Let E2 be an irreducible cOlnpOnent oE E2(cp). Tllen dimE2 2:: n - 2
iE E 2 is also a component oE E(cp). Otllerwise

(i) dimE2 2:: n - 4 iE cp is birational,
(ii) dimE2 2:: n - 5 iE dimX - dimZ = 1.

(All tlle above estimates are best possible, see (3.1).)

Proof. The first part of the lemma is just [Wi, (1.1)]. Thus wc lllay assume that E2 C
EI (cp). Moreover, we lllay asume that E 2 is j ust a COlllponent of a 2-dimensional isolated
fiber of cp. Indeed, we can consider X", the intersection of pull-back of general dimcp(E2)

very ample divisors on Z, and the restrietion of cp to X" (vertical slicing in [A-W]). Then
the formula proved on X" remains valid also on X.

Thus E 2 is equal to one ofthe surfaces listed in (4.2.1). Suppose first that d := L 2 ·E2 >
2. Let C be a general curve from the linear system IL~ I. Then C is a rational curve and
since HO(E2 , LE-J = d + 2 it follows that it moves inside E 2 in a farnily of dimension
d + 1. On the other hand, because of (1.4.1) dim[c)Hilb(X) 2:: d + n - 3. Since the degree
of neighbouring fibers of cp is 2 at most and, heing chosen generally, C cau not move
to another component of the fiber of cp, it follows that dim[c]Hilb(E2 ) 2:: dim[c]Hilb(X)
which implies n ~ 4.

If L2 . E 2 ~ 2 then E 2 is either p2 or F o, or 8 2 . Let C C E 2 be a general conic. If
<p is birational then all neighbouring non-trivial fibers of cp have degree 1 with respect to
L. Thus again, defonnations of C should remain inside E 2 • This, however, implies the
inequalities:

diln(c]Hilb(E2 ) ~ dim[c]Hilb(X) 2:: L· C + n - 3 (4.5.1)

where the right-hand-side inequality comes from (1.4.1). Therefore, using the description
of E 2 we have thc following bound:

n ~ dim[c]Hilb(E2 ) + 3 - L . C ~ 5 + 3 - 2 = 6. (4.5.2)

This proves the birational case.
In the fiber type case the degree of a general fiber of f is 2, so C can move out of

E 2 and therefore the argulnent has to be adjustcd accordingly. (We note that we may
repeat the above argulllent for curves of degree > 2 but the result is not satisfactory.) Let
1i be an irreducible component of thc Hilbert scheme Hilb(X) which contains a general
fiber of the conic fibration cp : X -r Z. Over 1i we have the incidence variety C. That
is, there exist a conic bundle p...; .C -r 1i and a dominant morphism q : C -r X which
Inaps fibers of p to conics contracted by ~. We IlOt~ that the map q is birational with its
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exceptionallocus in q-l(E2 ) and the composition epoq is proper. Hy possible normalization
of 1l and base change of the conie bundle we mayassume that C is norrnal. Over E2

the component 1l mcets other components which are associated to conies inside E2 . In
partieular, thc components of q-l(E2 ) are containcd is some incidencc varicties of conies
inside E 2 . Suppose that the diInension of a component 1lE2 of Hilb(E2 ) is smaller than
n -1, i.c. dim[c]Hilb(E2 ) < n ~ 1 for some conic C C E 2 whieh is the case if n 2: 7. Then,
hecause of the deformation argument, 1lE2 C 1l anel A := p-I(1lE2) is a component of

. q-l(E2 ) However, in view of [Ko, VI.1.5], A is a divisor in C and therefore

n -1 = dimA = dim1lE2 + 1 (4.5.3)

which proves the fiber type case.

Thc argument which we prcsented abovc can be extended to deal with possibly re
ducible fibers if we note thc following two easy observations

Lemma (4.6.1). Let C = UCk be a (reduccd) connectcd curve (with irreducible com
ponents Ck) contained in a variety F = UFk, where Fk are irreducible components oE
F. Suppose that the generic point oE any irreduciblc component Ck is contained in
Fk - (Uj:j:k Fj ). Tllen a small deEornlation oE C in F, call it C', has a decomposition
into irreducible components C~ and the generic point oEC~ is contained in Fk - (Uj:j:k Fj ).

Lemma (4.6.2). Let F be a (possibly reducible) surEace and L an ample and spanned
line bundle on it. Suppose that a general curve C E ILI is a connected curve oE genus O.
Then HO(S, L) :::; L 2 • F + 2.

The subsequent result providcs a description of isolated (c.f. (4.0)) 2-dimensional fibers
of contractions of varieties of dimension 2: 5.

Proposition (4.7). Let F be an isolated 2 dimensional fiber oE a good contraction, a.s in
(4.0) and (4.2). JE ep is birational then n = dünX :::; 6 and moreover F = p 2 iE n = 5, 6. JE
ep is oE fiber type (and L is ep-spanned) then n :::; 7 and Eor n 2: 5 thc pair (F, L F ) is either
(p2,0(1)) or, for n = 5, it is a smooth or reducible quadric (i.c. (Fo, Co + I), or a union
of two planes meeting along a line and L restricted to each oE planes is 0(1)).

Proof. The preceeding lelnma providcs the upper bound on n. Also the birational case
is an immediate consequence of the preceeding argument. Namcly, if L2 . F 2: 2 then we
take a general curve C E ILFI and consider its deformations to get 11 :::; 4 (we note that
C is connected, possibly reduciblc and we can apply (1.4.1) dircctly to C or possibly to a
connected smoothable sub-curve of degree 2: 2). This concludcs the birational case. For
the fiber type we need the following

Lemma (4.7.1). 111 the situation oE Proposition (4.7) assume that F is not irreducible.
Let FI, F2 be two intersccting irrcduciblc components oE F. IE tlley meet along a curve K
then it is a line relatively to L. JE they have an isolated common point then n = 4, ep is oE
fiber type and F I = F2 = p 2 , L Fi :::: 0(1).

Proof. If the curve K is not a .line then, taking a general smooth scction X' E ILI, the
map ep' .- eplx' : X' --+ Z' would be a crepant contraction with a fiber that contains
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two curves meeting in more then one point., This is in contradiction with the proposition
(1.5.1). Suppose now that x is an isolated point of the intersection Fl nF2 . Then obviously
n 2:: 4. Let us take a general section of L whose zero locus contains x. Then we get two
curves Ci C Fi , with di := L . Ci = L 2 • Fi , meeting at the point x. We may assume that
the curve C = Cl U C2 is smoothable. This is clear if both Ci are smooth (then they have
to meet tranversaly because H l (Cl U C2 , 0) = 0) otherwise one of F i is a cone and then
we can take a proper subcurve of Ci so that C is connected and has degree 2: 3. We claim
that dim[c]Hilb(Fl UF2 ) = dl +d2 • Indeed, any deformation of Cis obtained by deforming
each of CiS with x fixed and therefore dim[c]Hilb(F) = dimlLFl 0 Jxl + dimlLF2 ® Jxl. If
L . C = d1 + d2 > 2 then argueing like in the first part of the proof of (4.5) we get n ::; 3,
a contradietion. If L . C = 2 then the argument which led to (4.5.3) provides us with the
following inequality:

n ::; dim[c]Hilb(Fl U F2 ) + 2 = 4

which concludes the proof of (4.7.1).

Conc1usion oE the prooE oE (4.7). Now, in view of the above Lernma we can repeat the
computations from the proof of (4.5). Indeed, a general C E ILFI is now a connected,
possibly reducible, curve of genus 0 and therefore thc computations are in fact the same.
Thus, for n 2:: 5 we get L 2 . F ::; 2. Suppose that L 2

. F = 2. Then as in (4.5.3) we get
(n -1) ::; diIn[c]Hilb(F) +1 = 4 and thus n ::; 5. To conclude thc proof of the proposition
we are only to exclude the case F = 8 2 for n = 5. In this case we consider C C 8 2 which is
a union of a conie and a line. Then it is not hard to see that dim[c]Hilb(S2) = 4 = L· C +1
and thus this case can occur for n ::; 4 only.

Remark In (3.1.2) we provided examples of contractions of manifolds of dimension 2: 5
whieh show that the results of Proposition (4.7) are best possible; the only exception is
thc case of F = p2 U p2 for n = 5.

In the remaining part of this section we will deal with the case n = 4 and 3. First we
prove

Lemma (4.8). IE 'P : X .-1 Z is a good contraction oE a 4-Eold with an isolated 2
. dimensional fiber Fand a general section X' E ILI is disconnected then F is a union oE

two copies OEp2 meeting at one point (we denote it by p2 • p 2).

Proof. We argue as in the proof of (4.7.1). Namely, we can find a decomposition of
F = F1 U F2 so that F1 and F2 have an isolated COlnmon point x. Now wc take a general
C E ILFI whieh contains x and arrive to a contradiction if C . L 2= 3.

With this argument we exhaustcd thc technique of using deformations of C E ILFI
to get informations about F. (We note that e.g. the inequality (4.4.2), whose different
versions we considered above, becomes useless if C E ILFI and n ::; 4.) Fronl now on we
will choose the curve ,C .for:each case ,separately. Eirst we discuss when a surface S among
these listed in (4.2.1) can be a component of the fiber F. This will bc done with the help
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Table II.

ND pair (8, Ls) curvc C L·C dim[c]Hilb(8)

(1) (PZ,0(2)) line 2 2

(2) (8 3 ,0(1)) two lines 2 2

(3a) (Fr, Co + k f), l' ~ 1, k > r Co+1 k-r+1 ~2

(3b) (FnCo+ (1' + 1)1), l' ~ 3 Co+21 3 2

(4) (Fz, Co + 3/) GE IGo+ 211 3 3

(5a) (Fl, Co + 2/) CE ICo+ 11 2 2

(5b) (Fl, Co + 2/) CE ICo +2/1 3 4

(6a) (Fa, Co + 21) Co 2 1

(6b) (Fa, Co + 21) CE ICo + I1 3 3

(7a) (Fa, Co + I) CE ICo + I1 2 3

(7b) (Fa, Co + /) CE jOo + 2/1 3 5

of the Table Ir in which we indicate the cases which we have to discuss together with our
choice of the curve C c 8 and the numerical data which comes up from the choice.

(4.9) . Using Table 11 we cau proceed with the argument that we explained in the course
of the proof of (4.5). We usc thc inequality (4.5.1) which gives a fundamental constrain
on a possible component 8 of the fiber F. That is, if L . C > 1 in thc birational case and,
respectively, L . C > 2 in the fiber type case, then diIn[c]Hilb(8) + 3 - L . C ~ n.

Thus using the respective entries from Table Ir we get:
(1) (P2, 0(2)) may be a cOluponent of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber of abirational

(respectively fiber type) contraction only if n ~ 3 (resp. n ~ 4). Moreover (pZ, 0(2))
is not a component of a reducible fiber by (4.7.1) and (4.8).

(2) (8 3 ,0(1)) is not a component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber of birational type
contraction. Moreover we note that the vertex of the cone (8n 0(1)) has embedding
dimension equal to r + 1 so for n :::; 4 only 8 3 and 8 2 have to be discussed.

(3) if (Fr, Co + kl) is a component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber and l' > 1 then
L js = Co + (1' + 1)/ and therefore L . Co = 1. Indeed, cither Co is not contained
in another component of the fiber and we may use the estimate from the table or
it is contained in another component of the fiber and thus in view of 0 L . Co = 1.
Moreover Fr can not be a component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber if l' ~ 3. To
see this note a small deformation C' of C = Co +21 has to remain inside 8 because it
will contain a component of degree 2 through a generic point of 8. Bince adeformation
C' of C will be connected, the componcnts of C' passing through a generic point of 8
(union of two ,disjoint lines) will define uniquely, .the remaining component of degree
1, which must be the curve Co.
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(4) F 2 may bc a component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber only if n ::; 3.
(5) F 1 may be.a,component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber of a good birational (resp.

fiber type) contraction only if n ~ 3 (resp. n::; 4).
(6) (F0, Co +2/) can not be a component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber of abirational

contraction and it may be a component of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber of a fiber
type contraction only if n = 3.

(7) (Fo, Co + /) may be a componcnt of an isolated 2-dimensional fiber of abirational
(respectively fiber type) contraction only if n ::; 4 (resp. n ::; 5)

Therefore we obtained a finite list of possible components of an isolated 2-dimensional
fiber. The results of the preceeding discussion are listed in Table 111. For clarity we also
included the case when n ~ 5. Thc last column of the table indicates the number of an
cxample wmch admits a fiber having 8 as an irreducible component in thc case n > 3.

Table 111

N° component (8, L s ) r.p birational r.p of fiber type example (for n > 3)

(0) (p 2 ,0(1)) n::;6 n::;7 (3.1) and otller

(1) (P2, 0(2)) n~3 n::;4 (3.4.0)

(2) (83 ,0(1)) n=4 (3.3)

(3) (8 2 ,0(1)) n::;4 n::;4 (3.2.1) and (3.5.5)

(4) (F2, Co + 3/) n=3 n=3

(5) (Fl, Co + 2/) n=3 n::;4 (3.4.1), (3.4.3)
(6) (Fo, Co + 2/) n=3

(7) (Fo, Co + f) n::;4 n:S5 (3.1) and otller

(4.10). Now we discuss the question of reducible fibers.

Lemma (4.10.1). The cone 8 3 can no t be a component oE a reducible 2-dimensional fi ber
iE n = 4. Also 8 2 can not be a component oE a rcducible fiber iE n = 3 and in dimension 4
it meets one component at most. No thrce, respectively, four components of F can meet
in a single point iE n = 3 or 4, rcspcctivcly.

Proof. We can take a general X' E ILI which passes through the point x which denotes
the vertex of the cone or the meeting point of cornponents. Such X' is then smooth because
there exist lines passing through x which are not contained in X'. Therefore, in view of
(1.5.2) at most 2, or respectively, 3 components of X' U F should Incet in x if n = 3 or
4, respectively. So .thc last statement. of ,the lemma is dcar. Since the cones meet other
components along lines in thc ruling, which contain x, this implies thc other claims too.
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Lemma (4.10.2). Let F be an isolated 2 dimensional fiber oE a good contraction cp oE a
4 Eold. Let SI and S2 be two (different) irreducible components oE F which meet along a
line l. Then at least one oE tbem is p2 and iE cp is birational the11 both oE them are p2.
Moreover, iE one oE the components is F l then the meeting line is Co.

Proof. In the union S = SI U S2 we construct a connected curve C = Cl U C2, with
irreducible components Ci C Si passing through the gencric point of each Si and having
a common point at the Hne l = SI n S2. We assume that SI =f:. p 2 . In Table IV we
indicate the choice of Cl C SI wmch will depend on the position of l in SI. The curve
C2 C S2 will be always a general member of ILs2 1 passing throllgh Cl n l. We note that if
d2 = L· C2 = L2

• S2 then dimJLs2 1 = d2 + 1. Then we compute the degree of 0 and the
space of its deformations inside Sand the lemma follows by comparing these two numbers.
Namely, it follows that the curve C moves out of the fiber F, so that its degree has to be
bounded by 1 or 2, if the contraction is birational or of fiber type, respectively.

Table IV.

N° SI alld l curve Cl C SI L·C dim[Cl H ilb(S)

(A) 8 2, l = line line 1 + d2 1 + d2

(B) Fr,r~O,l=Co f 1 + d2 1 + d2

(C) Fr,r~O,l=f Cl E Irf+Col r + 1 + d2 r + 1 + d2

A siInilar argument is Inade in the proof of

Lemma (4.10.3). In the above situation 110 three components can meet along a line.

Proof. AssuIne the contrary, Le. let 81 , 82 and 83 ITICet along a line l. FrOfi what we have
just proved we know that two of thenl are p2. Then, argueing exactly like in the previous
lemma we conclude that the third must be also p2. Namely, we consider SI = Fr and Cl
as in Table IV, while O2 C p2 U p2 consists of two lines, one in each component. Now
we claim that the conormal of l in X is (at least generically) spanned by the conormals of
l in each of Si. Indeed, if we consider a general linear section X' E ILI then the tangent
vectors of liues 8 i n X' will spann thc tangent space at X' n l. This however implies that
we have an embedding

where T is a torsion sheaf on l. This is absurd, since, because of adjunction, Cl (N,/x) = -1.

Now we are ready to prove the classification df isolated 2 dimensional fibers in dimen
sion 4:
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Proposition {4.11}. Let<p: X -1- Z be a good contraction oE a smooth 4-Eold and F is
an isolated 2-dimensional fiber. JE<p is birational then the pair (F, Lp) is isomorphie to
one oE the following:

JE<p is oE fiber type and F is irreducible then (F, LF) is one oE tbc following:

JE<p is oE fiber type and F is reducible then it has at most thrce components and it is one
oE the Eollowing (we supress the description oE L which is obvious):

where any two components intersect along a line (indicatcd by a subscript, when needed),
and the exceptional case oE p 2

• p 2 when the two components intersect at an isolated
point.

Proof. The birational case is an immediate consequence of Table 111 as weH as (4.10.2),
(4.10.3) and (4.7.1). Indeed, if a fiber is reducible then all its components are p 2

• If it
had more than two cOlnponents then, since three of them da not meet along a common
line, two of the components would meet along a common isolated point, contradictory to
(4.7.1).

Now we pass to the fiber type case. The description of irreduciblc fibers and fibers
of two components is already known due to Table 111 and (4.10.2). Thus let us pass to
fiber which contain at least three cOInponents, caU them Si. From (4.10.2) we know that
from a pair of two conlponents meeting along a line, at least one is p2. Moreover, uo three
components nlake a cycle. That is, it is not possible that 81 meets 8 2 along l1,2, 82 meets
83 along l2,3 and 83 meets 81 along 13,1 and all three lines are different, because then the
linear section of 8 1 U 8 2 U 8 3 would contain a cycle of rational curves.

We recall that according to (4.7.1) if two cOInponents meet at a single point then both
are p2. Thus, if S2 meets SI and S3 along two different lines which intersect then SI =
8 3 = p2. According to Tablc 111 and lemmata (4.10.1) and (4.10.2) the central componcnt
8 2 is either p 2 or F o. If the central component 8 2 lneets the other two components (equal
to p2) along two non-intersecting lines then it has to be Fa. In this case, however, we can
take a conneted curve C of degree 3 consisting of three lines, each in one component, and
we get contradiction to the defonnation principle because dim[c]Hilb(F) = 3.

The case of more than 3 components is rllied out similarly. First we note that all
component would be p2 and then we can apply argument similar to thc one in (4.7.1) to
get contradiction.

Remark . In Section 3 we havc cxamples of appropriate 2 dimensional fibers except cases
p2 U S2l p2 U p2 U p2 and p2 U f (Fo)co U p2. A list of possible cxceptional tibers of a
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fiber type contraction. of a 4-fold was obtained independently by T. Kachi [Kac]' whom we
owe our thanks for pointing out missing cases in our preliminary list.

(4.12) The last part of this section is dedicated to thc case n = 3; this case is known (and
proved by S. Mori in the case of elementary contractions) but thc subsequent discussion
may be a good test for our approach. Our goal is to describe all possible two dimensional
isolated fibers of a good contraction of threcfolds. A particular feature of this dimension
is the fact that these fibers are actually divisors.

The list of possible components of a fiber is set up in Tablc II!. Also, because of (4.7.1)
and (4.10.1) neither (P2, 0(2)) nor 8 2 is a component of a reducible fiber and - the fact
which will be used constantly in our arguments - uo three conlponents lneet at one point.

Let us discuss first the question of reduciblc fibcrs: assumc therefore that F contains
at least two intersecting components, F t and F2 • Then F 1 n F2 := R is a line relative to
Land the two components intersect in R tranvcrsally (see Lemma (4.4) and (1.5))

We use now the intersection theory of divisors to prove a usefnl formula. Let N R/X

denotes the nonnal bundle of R in X; we have N R / X = NI E9 N 2 , where Ni denotes the
normal bundle of R in Fi , and de9(det (NR/X )) = -1, by adjunction formnla. It follows
that

-1 = deg(det(NR / X )) = degNI + degN2 = F t · R+ F2 · R.

Since Fi . R = (KFi - K x ) . R = K Fi . R + 1, we obtain KF1 • R + KF'J . R = -3.
The curve R is a line relatively to Lj therefore, Inoclulo numerieal equivalence, it is

unique in p2 while it can be either f or Co in Fr, the last case only if LF l' = Co + (r +1)f.
This implies that K Fi . R = -3, if Fi ~ p2, and KFi . R = (r - 2) or -2, if Fi ~ Fr.
This observation added to the above formula gives only two possibilities (up to possible
renumeration of components), namely the following:

(i) F t = p 2 and F2 = F 2 , R is a line in p2 and the section Co in F 2 j

(ii) F 1 = F 1 and F2 = Fr, R is thc section Co in F 1 and a fiber f in Fr.
If we are in the case (ii) wc can apply the argument of deforming of a rational curve of

degree 3 whieh is the union of / c F land of Co +f c F r (none of these curves is contained
in another component because our "no three meet" rule). Since dim[c]Hilb(F) ::; 2 for
r > 0, we obtain a contradietion unless r = O. Then F = F o U F 1 . If the fiber F has
at least three components, by the abovc, wc must have that two of them are F 1 and one
is F o, the F 1 are disjoint and they intersect with the F o along two disjoint fibers of its
ruling. Deforming a degrce 3 rational curve in F which is the union of the section Co in
F o and of two fibers, one in each F 1 , we obtain a contradiction, as above.

Now we know all possible fibers and it remains to distinguish the fibers of birational
contractions from these of fiber type contractions. To this end we note that if the fiber in
question has ample conormal bundle (i.e. OF(-F) is ample) then it is an isolated positive
diInensional fiber of the contraction (see also (6.1)). Indeed, the limit of I-dimensional
fibers approaching the fiber F would produce a curve in F whose interscction with F
would be zero. Since OF(-F) can bc computecl easily by adjunction, we find out all
the pairs (F, LF) which may be non-isolated positive dimensional fibers; these are the
following:

I

(Fo, Co + 2/), (Ft, Co + 2/), (Fa UCo F 1 , LFo = Co + I, LF 1 = Co + 2/).
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Moreover, only in the case (F ll Co, +2j) the normal Fp = Co + j has zero intersection
with the unique curve Co while in the remaining two cases the locus of curvcs which have
intersection 0 with F coincides with F. This distinguishes thc birational and fiber case.
Thus we have proved

Proposition (4.13). Let !.p be a good contraction oE a smooth 3-Eold with an isolated
two dimensional fi ber F; as llsllally L = - K x. JE!.p is birational thcn (F, L p) is one oE the
following pairs

or p2 UCo F 2 and LIP:) = 0(1), L 1P2 = Co + 3/. In case when F = F l the contraction
!.p contracts also a smooth divisor E c X to a srnooth curve E n F1 = Co C F1 . In the
remaining birational cases the fiber F is an isolated poistive dimensional fiber oE!.p. JE!.p is
oE fiber type with generic fiber oE dimension 1 (a conie fibration) and L is !.p-spanned then
the pair (F, L p ) is either (Fo, Co+2/) or F = FoUcoFI and L Wo = Co+j, L Wl = 0 0+2/.

Let us note that all the above cases exist. Indeed, the construction of elementary
contractions with appropriate fibers is done by Mori in [Mol]. All cases which are not in
the Mori's list are obtained from Mori's eontraetions. Namely, the eases (Fl, Co +2/) and
p2 U F 2 are obtained from (P2 , 0(1)) by a blow-up of a curve. The case (Fo, Co + 2j) is
just a product of pI and a simple blow-up of a surfaee whilc thc easc of F oUF1 is obtained
by blowing a line Co in the previous one. Alternatively, the last easc is the blow-up of the
quadric cone singularity of thc seroll

c.f. Example (3.4.3) and (3.2) in [B-WJ .

• 1
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5. Scheme theoretic fiber.

(5.0) Let <p : X --+ Z be a good contraction of a srnooth n-fold X. As in (4.0) we fix
a relative ample line bundle L := -Kx and we choose F = ep-l(Z) to be a positive
dilnensional fiber of <p.

Suppose that we already know thc geornctric (reduced) structure of thc fiber F of the
map <p. Then the next step in understanding of the map cp is the conormal sheaf (bundle)
of F in X, which is defined as the quotient N p/x =: Ip /4, where I p is the ideal of F
with the reduced strueturc.

If F is a loeally eomplete interseetion then N;'/ x is loeally free over F (a vcetor
bundle) and its dual is the normal bundle Np/x. We note that almost all among possible
fibers which we have described in Seetion 4 are locally complete interscctions (exceptions
are S3 and most of the reducible fibers) and rnoreover the blow-up of X along F has always
terminal singularities.

If F is locally eomplete intersection then we have the adjunction fonnula: K p =
(Kx )IF + detNp / x· In particular, if Fand LI P = - K x Ip are fixed then thc first Ohern
dass of the normal bundle is given. If F has eodimension 1 the normal bundle is thus
fixed.

It turns out that in many instances the kllowledgc of the fiber alld its eOllormal allows
to describe the contraction map. A typical example of such reasoning is the Castelnouvo
theorem which we reeallcd in (2.4). Thc formal funetion theorem which was used in
the proof of the Castelnouvo theorem allowed us to eompare "asymptotie" behaviour of
the ideals Lp and m z . This leads to a natural question of comparison of ideals Lp and
<p-lmz . Ox, that is of understanding thc fiber structure on F.

Let us begin with the following general observation.

Lemma (5.1). Let<p : X --+ Z be a projective morphisln oE nonna] varieties such that
cp*Ox = Oz. For a point z E Z let F = <p-l(z) bc thc geolnetric fiber oE<p with the
ideal (sheaE oE ideals) I p . Tllen CP*Lp C Oz is the Inaximal ideal171z oE the point z and
thc scheme theoretic structure on F is defined by the ideal Lp which is the image oE tbe
evaluation <p-l<p* (Lp) --+ Lp.

Therefore, in order to understand the structure of the map <p we will analyse the
behaviour of pull-backs and push-forwards.

A very useful example is the contraction to the vcrtex of a conc.
Example (5.1.1) Let Y be a smooth variety and let [, be an ample line bundle over Y.
Let X := Specy(E!1k>O k[') be thc total space of thc dual bundle [,* with a zero section
Yo. Consider the coITapsing <p : X -+ Z of Yo to the vertex z of a cone Z. That is,
Z = Spec(EBk>O HO(y, k.c)) and thc map <p is associated to thc evaluation of mL. If Y
is Fano and - R y - L is ample thcn thc contraction <p is good. Thc maximal ideal of the
vertex is m z = EBm>O HO(y, kL). Let us note that m z = <p*Ox(-Yo).

The fiber strueture of the fiber Yo is dcfined by sections of bundles kL. More precisely,
at a point Y E Yo thc fiber structure ideal is generated by functions B~ • Bk where So is a
local generator of the reduced ideal of Yo in X (zero section of .c*) and 8k E HO(y, kL).
Therefore the scheme theoretic structure of.'the fiber coincides with the geometrie structure
at y if and only if the cxists 81 E HO(Y,.c) which does not vanish at y (or .c is generated at
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y). In particular, the multiplicity of the fiber is 1, or the fiber structure coincides with the
geometrie structure at a general point if and only if the bundle .c has a non-zero section. In
such a case the fiber structure has cmbeded components at base-points of the line bundle
.c. In this situation, the natural property HO(F, Off) = C is not true.

Let us note that the gradation in the ring EBk>O HO(y, kC) may not coincide with the
gradation of the maximal ideal rn z of the vertcx. In fact these two coincide if and only if L
is projectively normal Le. the map Sk (HO (Y, J:,)) -+ HO (Y, kJ:,) is surjectivc for all k ~ O.

Thcn Z is an affine cone over the Y elubedded in a projective space by ILI. In such
a case X is the blow-up of Z at z and m/m2 ::: HO(y, J:,). In fact, we have the following
criterion relating the contraction to the vertex and the blow-up of thc vertex.

Lemma (5.2). (c.f. [EGAl, (8.8.3)) Suppose tllat HO(y,.c) i=- O. Thcn X is the blow-up
oE Z at z i.c. X = Projz(EBk m~) iE and only iE.c is spanned ovcr Y.

Proof. If X -+ Z is thc blow-up of m z thcn ep-1mz is invertible on X and defines thc fiber
structure over Yo. Thcrefore ep-1mz = Ox(-kYo) for some k ~ 1. Since HO(y, L) i=- 0,
the ideal is generically reduced and heuce ep-1mz = Ox(-Yo). Thus L = OYo(-yo) is
spanned. Conversely, suppose that .c is spanned. Then, according to what we have said
above, ep-1mz = O(-Yo) and thus by the universal property of thc blow-up (see [EGA] or
[Ha] (7.14)) we have a map X -+ Projz(EBk m~) which is an isomorphism.

A similar situation occurs for semialuple vector bundles.
Example (5.1.2) Let [, be a rank r semiample bundle on a smooth variety Y. That is
Op(e)(l) is semiamplc, or cquivalently, the sYlumetric power Sk(t:) is generated by global
sectious for m » 0 (see for instance Example (3.1)). Then siIuilarly as abovc we consider
X = Specy(EBk>O Sk[,), the total space of thc dual bundle t:* with a zero section Yo, and

the collapsing '(J ~ X -+ Z = Spec(EBk>O HO(y, Skt:)) of Yo to thc special point z E Z. If Y
is Fano and - K y - detE is ample then the contraction ep is good. Moreover tp is birational
i! and only if its top Segre dass is positive. If E is spanned then the scheme theoretic fiber
Yo is reduced and tp factors through the blow up of Z at z.

The good properties of thc above examples cau bc extended to arbitrary good cou
tractions; the assumption which is needed is nefness of the conormal of the fiber. Then the
map behaves similarly as the contraction to the cone because the sections of the conormal
of the fiber extend.

HO(F,N'F) =,HO(F,Op(-F))

(x 1--+ [tp 0 f] E (IF /4):lJ
---t
1--+

Lemma (5.3). Let tp : X -+ Z be a good or crcpant contraction oE a smooth variety
with a fiber F = ep-l(z). Assume that F is locally complete intersection and the blow up
ß : X -+ X oE X along F has log terminal singularities. By F wc denote the exceptional
divisor oE the blow-up. Let.c be an a line bundle on X such that -Kx + .c is tp-big and
nef IE the conormal bundle N;'/x is lleE then:

(a) The line bundle ()x/x(l) = -F is tp 0 ß-nef.

(b) Any section oE Np extends to a Eunction in r(X, Ox) vanishing along F, that is the
natural map
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is surjective.
(c) For i > 0 and t 2: 0 we have vanishing Hi(F, N p/x C9 L) = O.

(d) Some positive multiple Ox/x(k) = -kF is Ip 0 ß-spanned and it deHnes a good con
traction over Z:

rp : X ---+ Z = Projz(EB(1p 0 ß)*<9x(-kF)j
k

the scheme Z is a blow-up oE Z along some ideal oE a scheme supported at z.

Proof. The nefness of -F is clear. To prove (b) we consider a sequence

o---+ 0x(-2F) ---+ 0x(-F) ---+ 0F(-F) ---+ O.

Since, by assumption, -2F - K x = -(dimX - dimF + 1)F - ß* K x is Ip 0 ß-big and nef,
and morcovcr X has good singularitics it follows that H1(X, 0x( -2F)) = 0 and sections
of <9F (- F) extends to X. This implies (b).

To prove (c) we note that Hi(F, Np/x ® L) = Hi(F, (-F + ß*L)IF)' Moreover, as

above, we note that the line bundle -8F + ß* L - K x is Ip 0 ß-nef and big for 8 2: O. Now
wc can apply the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing to the cohonlology of the sequence

o---+ (-2F + ß* L) ---+ (-F + ß* L) -t (-F + ß* L)IF -t 0

to get (c).
Thc claim (d) follows from (a) by Kawamata-Shokurov base-point-free theorem. In

deed, since K x = (dimX - dimF - 1)F + ß* K x then -F - K x = -(dimX - dimF)F-
ß*K x is Ip 0 ß-nef and big and some multiplicity of -F is spanned by global sections on
X. Thc statement on the blow-up of the ideal is general - sec [Ha], (7.14).

Corollary (5.3.1). In thc situation oE the previous Lemma tllC exceptional set G oE
the blow-up Z ~ Z is equal to Proj(EBk HO(F, Sk(NF))) and tbe map rpF : F ---t G
is defined by tbe evaluation tBk HO(F,·Sk(Np)) ---t tBk Sk(Np). IE G is irrcducible and

HO(F, N;') i=- 0 tben G is a Cartier divisor in Z and 0 6 (0) ~ 0(-1), wbcre the latter

bundle is deHned naturallyon tbe Proj oE tbe graded ring. IE moreover (; is smooth then
Z is smooth along G.

Proof. The connected part of the Stein factorization of the map rplF is the evaluation rnap

P ---t Proj(tf)k HO(F, Sk(Np))) defincd above. Thcn thc Inap Proj(tBk HO(F, Sk(NF)))
to Z is associated to thc restrietion

( Ip 0 ß) *0 x(- kF) ---+ H* (F , 0 F (- F)) ~ HO (F, N; )

which is surjcctive because of Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem.
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Therefore the scheIne Proj(EBk HO(F, Sk(N;'))) embeds in Z aB the exceptional set
6 of Q : Z --+ z.

By our construction 43'" (0 z(1) = 0 x(- F) . If s E HO (P, N;') is a non-zero section
then it extends to a section of 0 x(- F) over X and it descends to a divisor DEOz(1)

which does not contain G. Now, using the embedding 0x(-F) c 0x ~ Oz we find a
global function / on Z such that Ci'" (/) = D + a(;. Since the Inultiplicity of ß* (/) along
(at least one of the cOInponents of) F is 1 it follows that f vanishes with multiplicity 1
along (; and thus Ci is Cartier and 06( -6) := 0 6 (1).

Finally to get the last claim of the Corollary we note that if a Cartier divisor is smooth
then the ambient variety is smooth along thc divisor in question - this is a general fact.

Proposition (5.4). Let cp : X --+ Z be a good 01' crepant eontraetion oE a smooth variety.
Assume that F = cp-l(z), a geometrie fiber oE cp, is locally eomplete intersection with the
conormal bundle N F/x = LP/4. Suppose moreover that tl1e blow up ß : X --+ X oE X
along F has log terminal singularities. Then tbc Eollowing eonditions are equivalent:
(a) tbe bundle NF/x is generatcd by global sections on P,

(b) tbe invertible sheaE 0 x (- F) is generated by global seetions at any point oE P.
(e) cp-1mz · Ox = Lp 01', equivalently, the sehemc:theoretic Hber structure oE F is reduced

and eontains no embedded eomponents, i.e. F = F.
(d) there exists a good eontraetion 43 : X --+ Z = Projz(EBk m~) onto a blow-up oE Z at

the maximal ideal oEz, and cp"'(Oz(1)) = CJx (1).

Proof. (a) implies (b) because of the previous Lemma, part (b). Claims (b) and (c) are
equivalent because ß",CJx(-F) = Ip and ß-l('Ip ) = Ox(-F). The implication (b)=>(d)
follows by the universal property of the blow-up, since by (b) (cp 0 ß) -lmz ·0x == Ifr. The
implication (d)=>(a) is clear since 0z/z(l) is spanned over Z.

Before stating the last result of this subsection let us reeall that for a loeal ring OZ,z
with the maximal ideal mzone defines the graded C-algebra gr (0 z, z) := EBk m ~ / m~+1.
The knowledgc of the ring gr(OZ,z) allows sometimes to deseribc the completion ring Oz,z,
like in the Castelnuovo theorem (2.4). Also, we will say that a spanncd vcetor bundle f
on a projeetive variety Y is p.n.-spanned (p.n. stands for projeetively normal) if for any
k > 0 the natural morphims SkHO(y, f-) --+ HO(y, Skf-) is surjective. As we noted while
diseussing the contraetion to the vertex, projeetive normality allows us to compare gradings
of rings "upstairs" and "downstairs".

Proposition (5.5). (e.f. [Mol], 3.32]) Let cp : X -t Z be a contractioll as in thc previous
Proposition. Suppose moreover tl1at Np is p.n.-spanncd. Tl1en cp",(I}) = m~, cp-l(m~)·

Ox = Ii and there is a natural isomorphism oE graded C-algebras:

gr(Oz,z) := EB HO(F, Sk(Np)).
k

Proof. See [Mol], p.164.
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(5.6). The normal bundle of a I-dimensional fiber.
We first recall the case in which F is a fiber of dimension 1. This is weH known and we will
give it aß a warm up before discussing the two dimensional case. Let C be an irreducible
component of F. As we have seen in (4.1) C is a rational curve and it can be eithcr a line
or a conic with the respect to Lj in the last case cp is of fiber type.

Let I be the ideal of C C X (with thc reduced strueture) and consider the exact
sequenee

o-+ I/I2
---t Ox /I2~ Ox /I ---t O.

In the long eohomology sequenee assoeiated the Inap of global seetions HO (0 x /P) --+
HO(Ox/I) is surjeetive; moreover, by (1.2.1), HI(OX/I2) = O. Therefore HI(I/P) = 0
whieh gives abound on Nc/x = I/I2. Namely if Nc /x = EBO(ai) then ai < 2. On
the other hand, by adjunetion, det(Nc /x ) = ~ai = O( -2 - Kx.C) and thus the list of
possible values of (ab, .. , an-I) are finite.

If cp is a good birational contraction then we have even a better bound beeause,
similarly as above and using (1.2.1), we aetually get HI(Nc/x®O(Kx.C)) = O. Therefore,

sinee Kx.C = 1, there is only one possibility, namcly Nc / x = 0(-1) EB v(n-2).

If <p is of fibre type then thc esthnate eoming from this teehnique is not suffieient
aod oue has to use other arguments. More preeisely, one has to use a sehenlc associated
to a double strueture on C - see [An] - or one may use argtllnents eoming from the
deformation theory as it follows. Namcly thc possibilities which ean oeeur from the above
vanishing, if n = 3, are the following:

o ffi 0, 0 ffi O( -1), 0(1) ffi O(-2), 0(1) ffi O(-1).

We will show that the last possibility does not oeeur. The argument whieh we apply
is related to the deformation technique (1.4.1) and it will be used later to deal with 2
diInensional fibers too.

Lemma (5.6.1). The normal bundle Nc / x eannot be 0(1) EB O(-1).

Proof. Assurne the contrary and let 'Ij; : X ----t X be the blow-up of X along Ci let
E := P (0 (1) E9 0 (-1)) be the exeeptional divisor. Let Co be the curve contained in E
wmeh is the section of the rulcd surfaee E ----t C eorresponding to the line bundle O(-1).
We have immediately that E· Co = 1 and that weo is a 1 -1 Inap fronl Co to C; therefore
K x . Co = K x . C + E . Co = -1. In particlllar this implies that Co movcs at least in
aI-dimensional familyon X (see (1.4.1))j sinee it does not rnovc on E it means that it
goes out of E. Sinee Co is eontraeted by cp 0 'Ij; it implies that E.Co = 0, but this' is a
eontradietion since E.Co = 1.

For erepant eontraetions we have the following useful results.

Proposition (5.6.2). (see [C-K-M, (16.6)]) Let cp : X ----t Z be a crepant contraction oE a
smooth 3- Eold X with an irredueible (reduced) l-dimensional fi. ber f := {fJ-1 (Z) red. Then
f ~ pI and tlle conormal bundie Ni/x = 1f / 1J is isomorphie to cithcr 0 (1) ffi 0 (1) or
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to 0 EB 0(2) or to 0(-1) EI) 0(3). In the first two cases the ideal LI is spanned by global
functions on X. More precisely LI = ep-1 m % • CJx .

Proof. The description of NiIx follows from the above arguments using thc vanishing in
(1.2.1) and the fact that K x . 1 = O. The last part of the proposition follows from (5.4)
(see also the proof of the next proposition).

Proposition (5.6.3). Let ep : X --+ Z be a crepant contraction of a smooth 3- Eoid X
with a (reduced) l-dimensional fiber 1 consisting oE two components, f = /1 U 12. Then
each oE the components is a smooth pI, they mcet transversally at one point and the
eonormal NjIx = 1,/11 is loeally Eree and res trictcd to the con]ponent fi i t is isomorphie
to either CJ EB 0(1) or 0(-1) EB 0(2). IE thc restrietion to both components is 0 EB 0(1)
then LI = ep-l mz . Ox.

Proof. The description of the structure of 1 is clear anel follows from (1.5.1). The fiber
then is locally complete intersection in X and the conormal is locally free. Theu, as above
wc get H 1(f, Lf /Ij) = O. This, because of the restriction to li cf, yields the vanishing

of H 1(fi, (NjIX )lfJ anel thus it implies the splitting type of Ni on each fi.
The global structure of Ni over f is determined by its restriction to each of fi and also

by the glueing above thc common point Xo := 11 n 12. Geomctrical rneaning of this is as
follows: if F i = P((N*lx)lfJ is tbe appropriate ruled surface over fi tben F := P(Nj) is
obtained by glueing o/these two surfaces along the fiber over xo. There are two possibilities:
either the two negative sections of each of them meet together over Xo 01' they do not meet.
For example, if the restriction to each of the component is 0 EB 0(1) then either thc bundle
is globally decomposable 01' not. The two cases can be cohomologically distinguished when
we twist the bundle by a line bundle which on each of thc components is O(-1). Then the
decomposable bundle has both cohomology of dimension 1 whilc both cohornology vanish
if the glueing yields a non-decomposable bundle. We note that in both cases the bundle
Ni is spanned by global sections.

The rest of the proposition follows then from (5.4) noting that tbe variety X has a
unique singular point Xo over Xo and that the singularity of X at Xo is of the quadric cone,
in particular it is terminal.

Remark (5.6.4). In the previous proof we have pointed out 6 types of the normal bundle
Nf ~ elepending on the splitting type on each of thc components and on the glueing over
the COlllmon point. Among these, two types with a "double" splitting (J EI) 0(-1) are
similaI' to the types (J (-1) EB 0 (-1) and 0 EB 0 (- 2) in the irredudble case. Let us also
note that the cohomology yields non-existence of reducible fiber and elecomposable normal
bundle with double splitting type 0(1) EB O( -2) (because then thc conormal has nonzero
I-st cohomology). To the authors' knowledge the relation between thc splitting type and
the singularities of the general plane section is not yet completely understood (see [Re],
[Ka-Mo], [Ka2]).

FrOfi (2.5) we get the following lllore general
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Corollary (5.6.5). Let C be a redueed 1 dimensional Ei ber oE a good or erepant eontrae
tion oE a smooth maniEold X. Then the Eollowing properties are equivalent:
(a) Nc/x is nef,

(b) Nc/x is spanned at a generie point oE any component oE C,
(e) Nc/x is spanned everywhere on C.

(5.7) The normal bundle of a two dimensional fiber.
In order to understand higher dimensional fibers of good contractions wc will slice them
down. Thus we will need SOIne kind of "ascending property" .

Suppose that cp : X -t Z is a good contraction of a smooth variety, J:. is an ample line
bundle on X such that - K x - 12 is cp-big and nef. Let F = cp -1 (z) be a (geometrie) fiber
of cp. Suppose that F is locally complete intersection. Let X' E 1121 be a normal divisor
which does not contain any eomponent of F. Then the restrietion of cp to X', eaU it cp/, is
a eontraction, eithcr good or erepant (see (1.3.2) and (4.4)). Thc intersection F ' = X I nF
is then a fiber of cp'. The regular sequenee of loeal generators (gI,' .. ,gr) of the ideal of
the fiber F in X deseends to a regular sequence in the loeal ring of X' which defines a
subseherne F . X' supportcd on P' = F n X', call it P'. Let 11S note that if the divisor
X' has multipicity 1 along eaeh of the components of F then, sinee a locally complete
interseetion has no embedded components, we get PI = F ' .

Lemma (5.7.1). Tlle scheme pI is loeally eomplete in tersection in X' and

JE moreover X' is smooth, C is spanned and dimF' = 1 then H 1(F/ , (NF/X )IFI) = O.

Proof. The first part of thc lemma follows from the preeeding discussion so it is enough
to prove the vanishing. Let:r be the ideal of pI in X'. From (1.2.1) we know that
H 1 (PI, 0 X f / 3 2 ) = 0 anel sinee we have an exaet sequence

then we will be done if we show HO (PI, 0 FI) = C. Since H 1(PI, 0 FI) = 0 then this is
equivalent to x(CJFI) = 1. The equality HO(P/, Opl) = C is clcar if pI is reduced. But
since Cis spanned and F is loeally cOlnplete interseetion then there exists a flat deformation
of PI to another intersection F . X" which is reduccd. This is what we need, because flat
deformation preserves Euler characteristic.

Now let us consider the following ascending property. Let HS consider a point x E F ' .
Suppose that thc ideal of pI, or equivalently Npl lX" is generated by global functions from
X I. That is, there exist global functions g~, ... g~ E r (XI, 0 X I) whieh define F ' at x.
Then, since H1(X, -12) =.0 these functions cxtend to gl;, . .. g,. E r(X, Ox) which define
F. Thus passing from the ideal I to its quotient I/Tl we get the first part of
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Lemma (5.7.2). JE Np,/x' is spanned by global Eunetions from r(X', Ox') at a point

x E F' then N p/x is spanned at x by Eunctions [rom r(X, Ox). JE N;I /X' is spanncd by
global Eunetions from r(X', OXI ) everywllere on F' then N p/x is nef.

Proof. We are only to proof thc second claim of the Lemma. Since F' c F is an ample
section then thc set where Np/x is not generate by global sections is finite in F. Therefore

the restriction (NF/x) IC is spanned generically for any curvc C c Fand consequenly it is
nef.

If the fiber is of diInension 2 then we have a better extension property.

Lemma (5.7.3). Let rp : X -r Z be a good birational eontraetioll oE a smooth variety
with an isolated 2-dimensional fiber F which is a loeally eomplete interseetion. As usually
L = -Kx is a cp-ample line bundle whieh ean be assumed cp-very alnple (see (1.3.4)). Then
the Eollowing eonditions are equivalent:
(a) N p/x is generated by global seetions at any point oE F

(b) for a generic (smooth) divisor X' E ILI the bundle Np, /XI is generated by global

seetions at a generic point oE any eornponent oE F'

Proof. The implication (a)=}(b) is clear. To prove the converse we assurne the contrary.
Let S denote thc set of points on F where Np/xis not spanned. Bccause of the extension

property (5.7.2) and Corollary (5.6.5) thc set does not contain F' and thus it is finite. Now
we choose another smooth section X~ E lLI which lneets F along a (reduccd) curvc F{
containing a point of S. (We can do it because L is rp-very ample.) The bundle Np'/x i is

1 1

generated on a generic point of F{ so it is generated everywhere but trus, because of the
extension property, implies that Np/x is generated at SOUle point of 8, a contradiction.

Lemma (5.7.4). Let cp : X -r Z be a good birHtional eontraetioll of a slTIooth 4-fold
with an isolated 2-dimellsional fiber F = Ip-l(z). As usually L = -Kx is a cp:ample line
bundle which may be assumed to be <p-very ample. Then the fiber strueture F eoincides
with thc geometrie strueture F unless one of the following oecurs:

(a) the Eiber F is irreducible and the res triction of N F to any smooth curve C EIL1F I is
isomorphie to 0(-3) Ef1 0(1),

(b) F = p2 U p2 and tlle restrietion oE N F to any line in Olle oE the eomponellts is
isomorphie to O(-2) Ef1 0(1).

Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary curvc C E ILIFI. Sincc L is cp-vcry ample we can take
a smooth X' E ILI such that <p' = <Plx is a crcpant contraction and C = F n X'. Then
considering the embeddings C = F n X' c FeX and C = F n X' c X' c X

Nc /x = Nc/xi Ef1 L c = (NF/X )lc Ef1 L c

and therefore Nc/xi = (NF / X )IC. Now we apply the propositions (5.6.2) and (5.6.3) to
describe Nc/xl. In particular it follows that if neither (a) nor (b) occurs then thc fiber
structure of the contraction <p' is reduced. Thus, 'using~our ascending proposition (5.7.3)
and the equivalence in (5.4), wc conclude that P = F.
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Now, let us discuss thc possible exceptions described in thc above lemma. If F = p2
then, because of the theorem ofVan de Ven (see (2.7», N F / X would be decomposable and
in particular hO(NF / X ) - hl(NF / X ) > O. Because ofLemma (2.11) the possible exception
over an irreducible quadric would satisfy the same incquality (we use the vanishing in
(5.7.1». This, however, because of thc theory of deformation sec, e.g. [Ko] would imply
that F moves in X which contradicts our assumption that F is an isolated 2-dimensional
fiber. A similar argument wodes for a reducible quadric. Namely, because of (5.7.4. (b))
we cau apply thc theorem of Van de Ven to claim that for a component F' of F we have
(NF / X )IFI = O( -2) ffi 0(1). Thus, in view of (2.3) if we blow-up thc other component and
consider the strict transfornl of F' then its normal would be O(-3) EB O. Now we see that
the strict transform would move which is clearly impossible. Therefore we have proved

Theorem (5.7.5). Let cp : X -t Z be a good birational contraction oE a smooth 4-Eold
with an isolated 2-dimensional fiber F = cp-l(z). Then the fiber structure P coincides
with the geometrie strueture Fand the eonormal N;'/x is spanned by global seetions.

Now we can verify which one among spanned vector bundles with the appropriate Cl

is actually the conormal of an isolated 2-dinlensional fiber. Thc result is the following

Theorem (5.7.6) . Let cp : X -t Z be a gODel birational eontrae tion oE a smooth 4
Eold with an isolated 2-dimensional Eber F = cp-1 (z) . IE F = P 2 then Np/x is either

(9 (1) EB 0 (1) or T (-1) EB O(1) /0), or Offi4 / (9 ( -1) ffi 2 ). IE is a quadrie (possibly singular or
even reducible) then N;'/x is the spinoT bundle 5(1).

Proof. Wc use the classifieation results in (2.6) and (2.8) together with the following
observations. Because of the deformation argument we know that hO (NF / x ) - h1 (NF / X) ~

oand thus N;'/x can not be decomposable with a trivial factor. On the other hand none

of the bundles with 82 = c~ - C2 = 0 can oceur as N;'/x becausc of the following

Lemma (5.7.7). Let cp be a good birational COll traetion from a smoGth 4-Eold and let F
be an isolated two dimensional fiber. Tllen 82 (N;/x ) > O.

Proof. Assume by eontradiction that 82 = O. Then from the classification of such bundles,
(2.6) and (2.8), we see that HO (sn (N;'/x» = sn (HO (Np/x » is of dimension (n~3).

Thus, by (2.4) the contraction should be to a a 3-dimensional slnooth point contrary to
the fact that dimZ = 4.

Remark The cases with 82 = 0 do occur in the fiber type eontractiol1S; see examples
(3.5.5).

In some respect the above results about the fiber structure of a 2-dimensional fiber
are nicer than one may expect. Namely, there is no multiple fiber structure, thc conormal
is nef and the normal of the geometrie isolated fiber has no seetion. Thus the situation is
better than for I-dimensional isolated fibers in dimension 2 and 3: the fundamental cycle

, of a Du Val D - E surface singularity is non-rcduced and~n dimension 3 one Inay contract
an isolated pI with the normal 0(1) E!1 V( -3). On the other hand, using the double
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covering eonstruetion (see the Examples seetion, (3.5)) in dimension 5 one may contract
a quadrie tibration over a smooth 3-dimensional base with an isolated fiber equal to p2,
scheme theoretieally the tiber is a double p Z• Using the sequenee of normal bundles and
the deformation of lines argument, one may verify that in this ease NF ~ 0(1) 61&* where
& is a rank 2 spanned vector bundle with Cl = 2, Cz = 4, so that dimHI(f,*) = -x(&*) = 3.

Let us also note that for a divisorial tibers we have the following:
If F = UFi is a divisorial tiber of a surjeetive nlap X ---7 Y, where X is smooth and

dimY ;::: 2 then for some k > 0 the line bundle OFi (-kFi ) has non-trivial section and thus
no multiple of OFi (Fd has a section. In partieular, if rank(Pic(X/Y)) = 1 then C)F(-F)
is ample.

One ean then try to eonjeeture that if F is an isolated fiber of a (good) contraetion
whieh is locally eomplete intersection and with "smalI" codimension then HO(F, NF ) = o.

(5.8) The above result on eontraetions of 4-folds can be generalized for the adjunetion
mappings of an n-fold. Namely, suppose that cp : X ---7 Y is a good eontraction of a
smooth n-fold X supported by a divisor K x + (n - 3)H, where H is a cp-ample divisor
on X. Since we are interested in the loeal desription of cp around a non-trivial fiber
F = cp-1 (z), we may assllIne that the variety Z is affine.

Corollary (5.8.1). Let us assume that cp is birational and that F is an isolated fiber oE
dimension n - 2. JE n ;::: 5 then the contraction cp is sInall and F is an isolated non-trivial
fiber. More precisely F ~ pn-2 and NFlx ~ 0(-1) 61 0(-1), and thcre exists a flip ofcp
(see [A-B- WJ).

Proof. The proof follows by easy slicing mcthod: by [A-W], (5.1), thc linc bundle H is cp
spanned, so there exists a smooth hypeplane scetion E IHI whieh has the salne properties
as X. Indeed, the restrietion of cp to thc hyperplane seetion is a good contraction (see
[A-W], (2.6)) supported by K + (n - 4)H and, becausc of Bertini theorem, the hyperplane
section of F is an isolated fiber of dimension n - 3. Thus we ean arrive to thc 4-dimensional
linear section X' of X which we know by (5.7.6). In particular we know the surface section
F' of the fiber Fand its normal NFllxl. As in (5.7.1) we note that NFlixl ~ (NFlx)FI.
Therefore it is enough to verify which of the pairs (P', NF' I x) is a plane section of a
higher-dimensional pair. Also, wc note that bccause of Lemma (5.7.2) Nplixi cxtends to
a nef vector bundle.

If F' ~ pZ then it must be a seetion of the projeetive spaee. But then, among the
bundles oecuring in (5.7.6), only the bundle 0(-1) 61 0(-1) and Tp Z(-l) 61 0/0(-1)
extend to nef vector bllildles on p3 (see [Sz-W2]). The bundle TpZ(-l) 61 0/0(-1)
extends to the null-eorrelation bundle on p3 and this one ean oceur as thc normal of an
isolated 3-dimensional fiber of a fiber type eontraetion. Thus, by a siInilar argument as in
the proof of (5.7.7) this case can not occur in thc casc of abirational contraction. Indeed,
because of the nefness we have thc vanishing of H 1(F, Sk(Nplx )) and since F with such
anormal is a fiber of a good contraction to a smooth 4-dimensional point it follows that
we can apply (2.4): The existencc of flip and othcr results are proved in the Lemma (6.1)
of the next section.
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A similar argument works if F' is a quadric. First we note that F can not be reducible
quadric since Tp2 does not extend. A quadric Q3 with the normal S can be a fiber of
a fiber type contraction to a smooth point and again, by cohonlological argument, which
aetually depends only on the ncfness and Chern classes of the bundlcs in question, it can
not be a fiber of abirational contraction.

(5.9) The case of a conic fibration.
Note that the preceding arguments, which led to the classification of thc birational 4
dimensional case, depend on the isomorphisIll <P~OXI ~ Oz ~ <p*()x. Trus faBs to be true
if <p is of fiber type. Namely, let f.fJ : X -+ Z be a conie fibration, Le. a good contraction such
that dimZ = dimX - 1. As usually, wc will assume that F is an isolated 2 dimensional
fiber of t.p and L = - Kx is cp-spanned. Then the restriction of <p to a general section
X' E ILI is generically 2 : 1 covering of Z. Let us assume that X' is connected. The
push-forward of the divisorial sequence for X' yields the exact sequence

(5.9.1)

of Oz-modules. Moreover, by (1.2.4) R1<p*()x(Kx) = Wz. If<p is an elementary contrac
tion then Z is algebraically factorial hence Wz = K z is Cartier and Z is Gorenstein. Thus
<P*OXI is locally free ()z-module.

Let <p = 1rO<p' be the Stein factorization of <p, where thc map 1r : Z' -r Z is a 2 : 1 cover
and <p' a crepant contraction (see (4.4)) so that Z' is Gorenstein. Since 1r... CJZI = f.fJ*Ox l is
locally free, it follows that 1r is flat. Wc consider the trace map, tr : 1r ... Oz l -+ Oz, which
over an open U C Z is defined as it follows (for details see [A-K], p. 123). The sheaf 11'" ... OZI
is free over CJz and every element f in 1r.0 Z I (U) dcfines a 0 z (U) -homomorprusm of the
free Oz(U)-module 1r.Ozl (U)j wc define tr(f) to bc the trace of this homomorphisIn. The
map tr splits (5.9.1).

Another proof of thc splitting of (5.9.1), independent on the assumption that f.fJ is
elementary, is provided by [Ko2, Cor. 2.25]. We note that also in this case, since <P ... OX'
is reflexive (because Z is normal and <Plx' contracts no divisor) thus, by the splitting,
R 1<p.Ox (Kx ) is reflexive, hence invertible. Therefore, as before, Z is Gorenstein and 1r is
flat.

So 11'" is a double cyclic cover. Thc kernel of its trace map is equal to 11'".IR = IB,
where Rand Bare, respcctively, ramification and branching divisors of 1r, and both are
Cartier.

Now suppose that F is as in (5.0), Le. it is locally conlplete intersection and thc
blow-up of X at F has log terminal singularities. Let, as in (5.7), F' = F n X' and set
N· = Np/x' We note that Lemma (5.7.1) remains true also in this case and in particular

we have the restriction res: HO(F,N·) -r HO(F',N(pl) = HO(F/,Npl/xl)' Suppose that

N p, /x I is nef. Then, acccording to (5.3.b) any section of Np, /x I extends to a section of
X' and we can apply tr to this extension. As the result we obtain a wen defined map
tr : HO(F', N pi /x' ) -+ ..HO(F,Np/x ) such that res 0 tr = id. Since R is Cartier and it
gives the kernel of tr : 1r.Ozl = 1r ... (f.fJ:OXI) -+ Oz it follows
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Lemma (5.9.2). The kernel oEtr : HO(F',N;',/x') -+ HO(F,N;'/x) is oE dimension one

at most and it is generated by the class oE IR 0 c.p' wllere the Ellnction IR generates the
ideal oE R at z' = c.p' (F').

Now, using Lemma (5.9.2) we investigate the structure of the conie type contraction in
dimension 4. We will concentrate on the case when F is a projective space or an irreducible
quadric.

Lemma (5.9.3). Let c.p : X -+ Z be a conic libration oE a smooth 4-Eold. Sllppose that F
is an irreducible isolated 2-dimensional fiber oE c.p such that (F, L F ) is either (P2 , 0(1)), or
(Fo, Co +I), or (8 2 ,0(1)). Tl1en cither N p/x is neE or it is one oE the cxceptional bundles:

either (2.7.0) or 0(2,0) E9 O( -1,1), or (2.11.0), respectively.

Proof. We use the notation introduced above, i.e. X' C X is a linear section of X,
F' == X' n Fand so on. In view of the vanishing (1.2.2) and Lemma (4.7.1), the first
cohomology of the restrietion of N* := N p/x to F' c F vanishes. In view of the results of
Section 2 (2.7-2.11), either the general splitting type of N* is (1,1) or N* is among some
very special exceptions.

We claim that if for a general smooth F' c F there is NtFI ~ 0(1) E9 0(1) then

the bundle N* is nef. Let consider the imagc of trace A := im(tr) C HO(F, N*) whieh
gives rise to (at least) 2 dimensional linear system lAI C IHO(P(N*, Op(N-)(l)))I. Since
NtF' ~ O(l)Ef>O(l) thus over F' c F the system lAI has at most one base point. Therefore,
if a curve io C P(N*) has negative intersection with Op(N-) (1) then it descends to a line
l c F. Because of the vanishing (1.2.2) we have NI~ ~ 0(-1) EB 0(3) or 0(-1) E9 0(2),
depending on whether F is p 2 or a quadric. Thcrefore lo . Op(N,")(l) = -1. Now the

argument is similar to the one in thc proof of (5.6.1). Namely, let us consider a blow-up X
of X along F. We compute that lo . Kx = 0 and thus, because of (1.4.1), lo lUOVes in oue
dinlensional family in X (if F = 8 2 then X is singular and one has to use thc full strength
of [Ko, 11.1.14]). This itnplies that defonnations of io sweep out a elivisor in P(N*) which
dominates Fand contraelicts the fact that the base locus of lAI ovcr F' has one point only.

Now it remains to verify which of the bundles listed in (2.7.1) anel (2.11) are good
candidates for N* in case when it is not nef. The dccomposable bundles on p2 as weIl as
some on the quadrics do not verify hO(N) - h1(N) ::; 0 condition. Moreover, the bundles
presented in (2.11) (a-ii) and (b-ii) contain only a finite number of lines with splitting type
(-1,2) and thus are excluded by the above deformation argument. Thus we are left with
the exceptions which are listed in the present lemma.

A similar argument proves the following

Lemma (5.9.4). In the situation oE (5.9.3) iE(F,LF ) = (P 2 , 0(2)) then N* ~ Tp 2 (-1).

Proof. In view of (2.7) it is enough to prove that the splitting type of N* on any line is
(0,1). (It is easy to check that if N* ~ 0(1) EB 0 then F is a non-isolated i-dimensional
fiber.) If it is not the case, then as above we consider the blow-up X anel in X over a
line leX we have a rational curve lo such that lo . K x = -1. Now io moves in a 2
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dimensional family which would imply that allIines in F have splitting type (-1,2) and
thus N* ~ O( -1) EB 0(2) which contradicts hO(N) - h1 (N) ~ 0 condition.

Now we deal with the exceptional bundles which are singlcd out in (5.9.3). First,
however, let us make an observation concerning its proof. We usc the notation from the
proof of (5.9.3), Le. we consider a smooth section F' c F, and we assume that N 1F1 ~
o EB 0(2). Let us consider a 2-dimensionallinear system lAI c IHO(P(N*), 0(1))1 which
is the image of tr. Thcn the argument, which shows thc nefness of N*, fails only if the
base point locus of lAI over F' is the exceptional (-2)-curve Co C P(N1F1 ) ~ F 2 . This is

possible only if the kernel oftr : HO(F' ,N(FI) = HO(P(N1*F1 ), 0(1)) -t HO(F, N*) contains
a section, zero locus of which does not meet Co. In other worcls, suppose that we take
ß' : X' -t X', the blow-up of X' along F' with thc exceptional divisor F', and we take the
strict transform R of thc ramification divisor R = {fR = O} then R_ (ß' 0 <p')*(R) - F'
and Rn F' does not mcet Co - see Leulma (5.9.2).

Now, fit is in Oz and it defines the branch divisor B. Let us note that <p* B . X' =
2<p'* R. We take the blow-up ß : X ----t X of X along F with thc exceptional divisor F.
Then, the strict transform iJ is equivalent to -2ft and over F' it is equal to 2(R . PI).
But - as we noticed in the proof of (5.9.3) - thc base point locus of -2F]F = OP(N.) (2)

contains a divisor sweapt out by curves which have negative interscction with - p]ß' and,

as it follows from the description of the bundles in qucstion, over F' the base point locus
contains the curve Co. This is in contradiction with our observation that Rn p, n Co = 0.
Thus wc have proved

Proposition (5.9.5). Let <p : X ----t Z be a cOllie libratioll of a smooth 4-fold. Suppose
that F is an irredueible isolated 2-dimensional fiber oE ep whieh is either a projeetive plane
or a quadrie. Then the conormal bundle N;'/x is nef.

Since Np/xis nef then one can use the results prcsented in the beginning of the
section to describe thc contraction r.p around thc fiber F. Indccd, by thc results of (S
W1) (c.f. (5.7.3)), nefness of such bundlcs implies their spannedncss and one can use their
explicit classification (see (2.6) and (2.8)). In particular one gets the following result, the
proof of which is sirnilar to that of (5.7.6) (see aL'3o Section 6):

Theorem (5.9.6). Let r.p : X ----t Z be a cOllie libration oE a smooth 4-Eold. Suppose
that F = ep-l(Z) is an irreducible isolated 2-dimensional liber. IE F ~ p 2 then N;'/x ~

0 3 jO( -2). Jf F is an irreducible quadrie then NF/X is the pullbaek ofTp2 (-1) via some

double covering oE p 2. In both cases the fiber structure F coineides with the geometrie
structure on Fand Z is smootll at Z.

The remaining cases of 4 dimensional conic tibrations with isolatcd 2 dimensional
fibers, including these which are non-rcduciblc or non-Iocally cornplete intersection, will
be treated separately in our forthcorning paper.
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6. Geometry of a contraction of a 4-fold.

(6.0) In this section <p : X --+ Z will be abirational contraction of a smooth 4-fold with an
isolated two dimensional fiber F = <p-1 (z). In the previous section we described the normal
of F. We proved that N;'/x is spanned by global sections and thus we have a eontraction

map over Z of thc blow-up X of X at F to Z, the blow-up of Z at z (see (5.4)). Over
the exceptional divisor P the map rjJ is associated to the evaluation of sections of N;' x'
Therefore, knowing the list of possible normal bundles, we can deduee thc description 0/ rjJ.
In particular, we note that rjJ is an isomorphism if and only if F = p 2 and NF = O(l)€ElO(l)
wmch is exactly the case when <p is a small contraction. Indeed, we have a more general

Lemma (6.1). Let <p : X --+ Z bc a good or crepant contraction oE a smooth variety
with a fiber F = cp-l(z). Assume tl1at F is locally complete intersection and tbc blow
up ß : X -+ X oE X along F has log terminal singularities. JE N p/x is anlple then the
exceptionallocus oE cp is cqual to F. IE F is not a divisor and L is a cp-ample line bundle
then a flip oE cp is defined by a contraction oE X supported by -F - TL, wbere T is a
rational number such that -F - TL is neE but not ample.

Proof. Outside of Fand, respectively, F thc exeeptional loci of cp and rjJ coincide. On
the other hand, because of the loeal nature of our set-up, rjJ is an isomorphism on X if and

_only if N; is ample. This proves the first statement. The last part of the lemma is clear.

The above lemma can not be inversed since in dimension 3 we have a contraction
of an isolated pI with normal 0 EB O(-2) or 0(1) EB O(-3). In our case, however, we
can by using either the result of Kawamata [KaI] or applying a direct argument based on
the deformation theory, especially the inequality in [Wi] (Theorem (1.1)). More precisely,
using this inequality one provcs:

Lemma (6.2). Let <p : X --+ Z be a good contraction oE a smooth variety with an
irreducible fiber F which is locally complete intersection in X. Suppose that X is smooth,
N; is neE (thereEore semiamplc) and that the Inap oE P(NF) associated to high multiple
oE ON; (1) is birational witl1 general non trivial fiber oE dimension 1. Tbcn tbe exceptional
set oE<p contains a divisor.

Proof. By our assumptions the map rjJ supported by -F is birational with some 1
dimensional fibers and thereforc, by dimension cstimate (sec [Wi]) the exceptional set of
cjJ contains a divisor which is not ft (beeause thc Inap is birational on F).

Corollary (6.2.1). Let cp : X --+ Z be abirational good contraction oE a 4-Eold with an
isolated two dimensional fiber F. Then cp is small iE and only iE F = p 2 and N F / x =
O(-1) €EI O(-1).

Now we assunle that n = 4 and that the contraction <p : X --+ Z is divisorial with an
exeeptional set E mapped to a surface Sand the isolated 2-dimensional fiber F = <p-1 (z) .
Using the results from the previous section we can consider ß : X -+ X, thc blow-up of
X along F with the exccptional divisor F, a : Z --+ Z', :the blow-up of Z at thc maximal
idcal of z with thc exceptional set C, and thc map rjJ : X --+ Z, which is a good contraction
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supported by -F. Let E and S denote, respectively, the strict transforms of E and 8. All
the objects are presented on the following diagram.

X:J (E,F)
ß/ ~cp

(*) X :J (E J F) Z :J (8, G)

cp~ /a
Z :J (8 :3 z)

We will provide a description of all these objects and, in particlllar, the singularities
of Z at z. Actually, we can get the description of Z at z by using (2.4) and (5.5), however,
we find it interesting to provide a complete description of all the objects which occur in
this blow-up-blow-down construction.

Proposition (6.3). Let cp : X --+ Z be a divisorial contraetion oE a 4-Eold X with an
isolated two dimensional Eber F ~ p 2 • Then Z and 8 are smooth varieties and <p is the
blow-up oE Z along S.
(a) IE N p/x = T(-l) EI' 0(1)/0) then G is a smooth quadric Q3 and Nc/z = OQs(-l).

The map a is the contractioll oE Q3 to an isolated singular point z E Z which is
analytically isomorphie to tbe quadric conc singl1larity. Thc sl1rEaee 8 C Z is smooth.

(b) IE N p/x = 0$4/0(-1)$2 then G is cqual to p 3 and Nc/z = Op3(-1). The map a

is a blow-dowll oE G to a smooth point z E Z. TllC surEaee 8 has a singularity in z oE
the type oE the verte.x oE a cone over a twisted cubic.

Proof. The variety X is smooth and by Lemn1a (2.6) thc map CPIF is eithcr the blow-up

of a smooth three dimensional quadric along a line or the blow-up of p 3 along a twisted
cubic curve. Consequently, the map <p is a divisorial contraction with all non trivial fiber
of dimension 1. Therefore, by (6.1), E is SIlloOth and cP blows it down to a smooth S in
smootb Z.

If m is the multiplicity of E along F, then we have tbc numerical equivalence

and also K x = cp* K z+E. Thcrefore cP* K z = (m+ l)F and, using the adjunction formula

(KZ + 6)10 = Ke;, we obtain that (m + 2)616 = 0(-3) or 0(-4) if G is a quadric or

p3, respectively. This inlplies that the nonnal of Gin Z is in both cases 0(-1) (which we
know also from Corollary (5.3.1)) and also that m = 1, if G is a quadric, while m = 2 if (;
is p3 (this will be reproved later in (6.7)). Since the above multiplicity coincides with thc
degree of the projection En P --+ F (which wc know because of the dcscription of N;') it
follows that E and F intcrsect transversaly. Thc description of the singularity of Z follows
thus immediately (see also (5.5)).
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Now we discuss the singularity of S at z. For this purpose we consider thc intersection
curve f :== Gn S. In both cases f ::: pI and the curve is either a line or a twisted cubic
curve, if G ::: Q3 or p3, NI /!; == 0(-1) or 0(-3) if G ::: Q3 or p3, respectively. This
provides the description of the singularity of S.

Proposition (6.4). Let <p : X -t Z be a divisorial contraction oE a 4-Eold X with an
isolated two dimensional fiber F which is a, possibly singular (even reducible), quadric
with cononnal bundle equal to 5(1). Then Z is smooth, 0 == p3 and NCjZ == 0(-1).
Thus z E Z is a smooth point and Q' is the blow-up oE z E Z. The surEace S is smooth
outside oE z and it has an isolated non-normal point at z.

Proof. Although we can makc an argtllnent similar to the one used in the previous
Proposition, it is definitely much more convenient to use Corollary (5.3.1). First, however,
we note that the blow-up of X along F has good singularities so that we can apply that
result. Now, we note that (Proj(ffik HO(F, Sk(Np))), 0(1)) ::: (p3, 0(1)) - this follows
e.g. from our examples (3.2) or can be verified directly. Thus, because of (5.3.1), G::: p3,
06(-0) ~ 0(1), then Z is smooth along G and consequently, Z is smooth at z. The
Illultiplicity of E along F can be computed similarly as in the case of F ~ p2 - provided
that the fiber is ireducible. Indecd, in such a case the singularities of X are Q-factorial and
one can make a computation involving Cartier divisors to prove that the multiplicity is 2.
Also, in this case, one can describe thc singularities of S in terms of S: if F ~ pI X pI,
then S is smooth (by the same argument as in the case of F == p2) and the intersection
Sn G is transversal and consits of two disjoint lirres. Thercfore thc singularity of S is of
type of two tranversal planes in a 4-space.

If F is a quadric cone, then the intersection SnO consits of a line along which S is not
nonnal. Indeed, we can take a hyperplane section Y of the manifold Z and then its inverse
image Y c X. The variety Y is Gorcnstcin, it has an isolated singular points (quadric
cone singularities) abo~e the vertex of Fand the contraction Y ---+ Y is a divisorial good
contraction. Therefore by Cutkosky [Cu] thc contraction Y -t Y is the blow-up of Y along
a curve Y n S which is locally intersection and has (planar) singularitics on O. In other
words, the singularities of S are of the double point type and the whole situation is a
degeneration of the two non-meeting (-l)-lines which occur in thc case of F == F o.

If F ~ p2 U p2 then X is not Q factorial and in fact the exceptional divisor of the
elementary contraction j : X -+ Z is reducible and consists of the strict transform jj; and
one of the components of P which is the projectivisation of TP2( -1). Thc situation is
better understood with an alternative approach based on the study of a component of
a Hilbert scheme of X. We will do it in the rcmaindcr of this scction, postponing the
conclusion of tbe proof of the Proposition until the end of the section.

(6.5) An alternative way of describing the gcoInetry of <p around thc special fiber is based on
the Hilbert scheIne of lines in fibers of the good contraction. In the situation of abirational
contraction as in (6.0) a line is a proper rational curve over Z whose intersection with L is
1. Suppose that the contraction <p is divisorial and the exceptionallocus is an irreducible
divisor E. The ge:neral fiber of <PI~ is tben a line with the nonual 0$2 EB O( -1). Let
1t be a component of the Hilbert scheme of X over Z which parametrizes general fibers
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of cpIE' By general properties of Hilbert scheme the component 1i admits a morphism
CP1i : 11, -t Z such that CP1i ([l]) = cp (l) where [l] reprcsents aHne leX. We note that
CP1i maps 1i birationally to the surface cp(E). Thc exccptional set of CP1i is aver Z E cp(E)
and it parametrizes Hncs in F = cp-I(Z) which are limits of generallines. We will say that
such lines can move out of F. Since thc incidence variety of Hues ovcr 1i maps onto E it
follows that such lines cover Fand thus cp:;/(z) is I-dimensional.

Suppose that F I ~ p2 is a component of the fiber F. Lines in F I are parametrized
by another component of the Hilbert scheme of X, we caU it P'(. The component Fi is
just a plane dual to F I , Le. F'( ~ p 2 . The intersection Pi n1i contains those lines which
move out of PI.

Lemma (6.6). Supp~se that the conormal bundle NpI/x is as in (5.7.6). In particular,
let us assume that N pt /x is generically spanned and its restriction to a generic line is
0(1) ED 0(1). A line l c F I moves out oEFI iE and only iE it is a jumping line oE the bundle
N F

I
/ x, which means tha t the res triction oE the lat ter bundle to l is ci ther 0 ffi 0 (- 2) or

0(1) ffi O(-3).

Proof. We have an exact sequence of vector bundles on a line l C PI

and therefore H I (L, N z/ x) -# 0 if and only if l is a jumping of N F I / x. If l E Fi n11. then the
Hilbert scheme is singular at land thus, by a general property of the Hilbert scheme, the
above cohomology does not vamsh. Conversely, Sllppose that l is a jumping line of N Ft / x.
We lnay assuole that the restriction of N Ft/x to l is 0 Ef1 0 (- 2) (because thc j umping

Hues of the other type are limits of thesc, if the conormal is spanncd). Let 'Fr : X -t X be
the blow-up of X along PI with the exceptional divisor F1. Then over l we have a unique
curve lo such that LO.P1 = O. Therefore K x.lo = -1 and computing thc deformation of La

on X we find out that it moves in in a 2-dimcnsional family. So Lo rnoves out of PI and
thus L moves out of F l .

Let us note that the above argument describes the intersection En PI in the manifold
X, where E is the strict tranfonn of the divisor E. Namely, the intersection is equal to
the locus of all sections La which are described above. Knowing thc list of possible bundles
(see (5.7.6)) we find out thatEI := PI nE c PI is the unique irreducible divisor in PI
such that EI.la = -1. On the other hand, since La Inoves out of PI anel becomes a fiber of
contraction of 13 we seee that 13 .10 = -1 as well. This implics howcver that the intersection
of PI and 13 is transversal, or equivalently, "Ft (13) = OFt (131), Therefore we can count
the multiplicity of E along PI using thc jUlnping Hnes of NF t ' The result is as it folIows.

Lemma (6.7).

Proof. The left-hand-side of the \above formula is eq'ual to the intersection number of
the divisor E with a fiber of the blow-down X -+ X. The right-hand-side is equal to the
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degree of the curve of jumping lines of NFt!x in thc dual plane Fi whieh is the same as
the number of jumping lines passing through a generie point of F I or, equivalently, the
degree of the map EI -t F I . Since OFt (E) = 0Pt (Ed then the above equality follows.

If F is a quadric F o or 8 2 then a similar argument can be applied and the result is
the following

Lemma (6.8). IE the fiber F is an irreducible quadric then multpE = 2.

Proof. We use the notation from the proof of the previous lemma. If F = PI = F o then
EI consits of two components which are sections of PI -t F; consequently the argument
can be applied to each of them. If F = F t = 8 2 then EI is not Cartier but 2131 is Cartier
and we check that, as above, 2131 = 13Ft ,

Let il be a component of the Hilbert scheme of X which contains a (lift-up of) general
line in E. Then there is a map il -t 1i which is identity outside of thc set parametrizing
lines lying in F. Moreover, if F is irreduciblc theu, by the proof of Lemma (6.6) the map
il -t 1i is bijective over F as weH. If Fis irreducible then aH fiber of the contraction X -t Z
are of dimension 1 (we know that aH thc fibers of the map 13 -t S are I-dimensional) and
therefore the natural map il -t S is bijective.

(6.9) Now let us discuss the case of F = p 2 U p 2 • If F is reducible then the Hilbert scheme
parametrizing lines consists of 3 irreducible components: 1i and Fi, Fi, the latter two
are just dual p 2s. Because of Lemlua (6.7), after possible renumeration of them we have
multF1 (E) = 2 and multp'J (E) = 3. According to the lemma (6.6) thc components meet
along subsets parametrizing jumping lines. In particular, the curve Fi n 1i is a reducible
conie (two lines) in Fi and Fi n 1i is a rational cubic in F 2

v. The components F( and
Fi meet at one point which is the singularity of each of the two preceeding curvcs. The
point at which all the three components meet is associated to the unique line F I n F2 with
the normal bundle 0(1) EB 0(1) EB O(-3).

The exceptional of divisor P consits of two components: PI = P(O EB 0(1)) and
P2 = P(Tp2 ( -1)). The map q; maps PI to [; = p 3 contracting a section Pt of Pt -t F t
to a point Yo E G. The component F2 is contracted by q; to a plane in G containing Yo.
The exceptional set of q; is equal to F2 U E.

Using thc results on blow-ups (Leluma (2.2) anel the subsequent discussion whieh
describes how to pass from P(Npi/x) to P(NpIUP'J/X) using vector bundle surgery) and
the above discussion on Hilbert we can describe the intersection of E with Pt and F2 . The
intersection Ft n P2 is a ruled surface F t (ruled over F t n F2 ) with a (-1) curve lo. Then
the locus of singular points of X is a section C!J of Ft n F2 -t F t n F2 such that C!J ·lo = 2.
In other words, if we contract lo in F t then C!J becomcs a rational cubic in p 2 . If we
transform jumping lines of N Fi/x to Pi and use Lemma (2.2) then we can describe the

locus of lines from il. Namely, in Pt these are the lines in Ft which pass through one of
the points in lo n Cs ; in F2 these are thc fibers in q;-t (q;(Cs )). Thus FI . E = 2F! and
P2 • E = q;-Ir.p(C!J) (the multiplicity of the intersectio'n can be verified with the result of
Lemma (6.7)).
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Prom thc abovc discussion it follows that the intersection Sn 6 is the rational cubic
0(08 ) C 0(F2 ) c Gwhich is singular at Yo. Also we find out that the map il -t 1i
resolves the "tripie component" singularity at thc point which represents the curve with
normal 0(1)2 ffi O(-3). That is, thc lines in il over the point z are parametrized by three
rational curves fOrIning a simple chain. Thc map it. -+ S contracts thc two exterior lines
and loops the central one to the rational cubic by glueing its meeting points. Therefore S
is not normal at Yo.
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